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Why Early Cinema
From the first stories told around the campfires of
hunter gatherers, and first dances and drums that
accompanied them, to the first images of animals
and human hands done in colored earth on cave
walls, the origins of most of our arts are forever
unknowable. Luckily, both film and its cousin
photography, born out of the comparatively
recent past of the Industrial Age, provide us the
only opportunity to witness an art form as a
whole—rather than a genre, technique, or style—
develop from its infancy through to the present
day. (We’ll leave aside the question of whether
or not video games qualify as art for a catalog
sometime around 2049).
This period of development, today referred to as
early cinema, runs from roughly 1895, with the
Lumière brothers’ short films being perhaps the
first examples of film as art, through to 1934,
when the strict enforcement of censorship of both
written and visual content under the Hays Code,
as well as the increased creative control by major
studios it engendered, brought about a temporary
but serious roadblock to the innovation and
experimentation of the cinema’s first four
decades.
This critical period saw rapid, tremendous
advances in both technical knowledge and
narrative structure, as filmmakers literally
invented a new artistic language. Having been
fluent in this language almost as long as we’ve
been fluent in our native tongues, it is difficult
to imagine that such cinematic phonemes as
panning to follow movement, or continuity
between two cuts (or even scenes) had to be
figured out in front of a typewriter, in a workshop,
on the set, or in the editing room. Likewise,
notions taken for granted today, such as feature
length run time, were developed over years of
trial and error, as the ambition to create longer
and more sophisticated stories conflicted with
both financial costs and accepted notions of what
an audience would (literally) sit for. That tension
between creativity, commerce, and audience
would shape much of the cinematic history of the
1900s and 1910s.
Once the basic grammar of silent film reached
what we might call full maturation, filmmakers
became increasingly sophisticated in both their
visual and narrative presentation. The 1920s saw
numerous early directors working at the height

of their powers, and that decade alone produced
classic films that rival those of any decade in
cinema history. From the slapstick comedies
like Buster Keaton’s Seven Chances and Charlie
Chaplin’s Gold Rush to ambitious epics like Sergei
Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin and Abel Gance’s
Napoleon, from the supernatural horror of F.W.
Murnau’s Faust to the social realism of Erich von
Stroheim’s Greed and G.W. Pabst’s Pandora’s Box,
the film’s of the 1920s offer a huge variety of
styles, tones, and genres. German film especially
was at the height of its influence, with directors
creating one of the first aesthetic movements in
cinema with German Expressionism, which would
have a lasting impact on American cinema when
they later brought their techniques to Hollywood.
And then, at the height of the silent era, eleven
English words, spoken roughly 17 minutes into
a film, would change the language of cinema
forever. The introduction of synchronized sound to
film had been something that various studios had
experimented with throughout the 1920s, with
Hollywood actually coming late to the game when
compared with Europe. But none of the early
attempts even came close to the cultural impact
of 1927’s The Jazz Singer. The conversion of movie
theatres to accommodate this phenomenon,
though swift, still lagged behind the demand,
forcing studios to release both sound and silent
versions of films well into the 1930s. However, the
last purely silent Hollywood feature, Points West,
a Western starring rodeo cowboy Hoot Gibson,
was released just two years after the introduction
of sound. The language of cinema, only a couple
of decades old, would need to be completely
reinvented.
When we talk about early cinema, we tend to
talk about it as a single mist-shrouded monolith,
standing well beyond the more familiar films
of Hollywood’s Golden Age. But like any good
introduction to a Royal Books catalog, we need
to take this conversation to a theoretical pub and,
over a drink or two, discuss our theory that it
makes no more sense to talk about early cinema
as a whole than it does to talk about films from
the 1940s to 1970s, or from the 1970s to 2000s,
as singular entities. At least the former grouping
is all sound films, while the latter is all color films
as well.
And so, in our opinion, the technical innovation of
sound marks an irreducible demarcation between
the earliest days of cinema and everything that
would come after, despite the fact some of the

most important silent directors would continue
to find great success in the sound era (Fritz Lang
comes immediately to mind).
If the predominant mode of expression in silent
cinema is by necessity the image, then that
of talkies is, by newness, language. And if the
introduction of sound caused the mise-en-scène
became more static, then the subject matter of
the films themselves became correspondingly
broader, reflecting the tastes and moods of an
audience that just experienced a world war and
was now living through the Great Depression.
Crime films became wildly popular, as did social
problem films, both reflecting an increased desire
for realism, and spoken dialog’s ability to portray
it. Comedy was perhaps the most drastically
changed, with physical comedy giving way to
wordplay and innuendo among ensemble casts,
perhaps first perfected by George Cukor’s nearly
flawless Dinner at Eight.
In America film this period, which began with the
widespread adoption of sound by movie studios
in 1929 and lasted until 1934, is today broadly
known as pre-Code Hollywood. The creation
of the Production Code or Hays Code, after
president of the Motion Picture Association Will
H. Hays, laid strict moral guidelines that films
were expected to follow. Despite being ratified in
1930, the Code was initially rarely enforced. The
films of the pre-Code era, while even at their most
risqué only mildly shocking today, never-the-less
pushed boundaries by featuring nudity, infidelity,
promiscuity, prostitution, homosexuality, drug
use, profanity, and, perhaps most shockingly of
all, stories of independent woman engaged in all
of the above. In 1934, Joseph Breen became head
of Production Code enforcement, and, using the
cases of recent films like The Story of Temple Drake,
scandalous even among desensitized pre-Code
audiences, began to more strictly enforce the
censorious aspects of the Code, bringing the good
times to an end.
For all its importance as the foundation of what
would become over the remaining years of
the twentieth century the most influential and
important art form, outside of a small handful
of repeated films, such as Metropolis or King
Kong, early cinema is, comparatively speaking,
forgotten. The reason for this is as simple as it is
worrisome.
The Film Foundation, created by Martin Scorsese
and other prominent filmmakers in 1990 as the

first serious ongoing effort to preserve classic
cinema, estimates that over 90% of the films
made before 1929 are lost, as are an astounding
50% of those made before 1950, a decade and
a half after the latest films represented in this
catalog. The lack of foresight by studios, who
outright destroyed prints when their commercial
value was perceived to have ended, and poor
storage, leading to the deterioration of nitrate
film stock, and, on occasion, spontaneous
combustion, both heavily contributed to the loss
of films. In addition to some of the more famous
examples, lost films leave serious gaps in film
history. Examples include all the adaptations of
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s literary work produced in
during his lifetime, almost the entire filmography
of pioneering actor and producer Helen Gardner,
the first woman to found her own independent
production company, and the output of Norman
Studios, whose eight films featured all-African
American casts and were made specifically for
African American audiences. The last two also
serve as examples of how exploring lost films
through surviving cinema paper can expand our
knowledge of the contributions of women and
minorities to our cinematic heritage.
Even beyond the staggering number of lost films,
the lack of opportunity to view the films from
the early cinema era is also an issue. With every
iteration of home viewing formats—VHS to DVD
to Blu-ray, and now to streaming—fewer and
fewer films from any era are available to be seen.
So, while entities such as The Film Foundation
do an extraordinary job of preserving films, and
we will never tire of praising the National Film
Registry for the same reason, providing access to
the films to a wide audience is not really in their
purviews. Similarly, while labels like Criterion
Collection, Eureka Masters of Cinema series, and
Flicker Alley offer a good representation of better
known early cinema titles, many other important
films have no DVD releases at all.
Signaling the theoretical bartender for a last
round (we are buying), our hope with this catalog
is to spark an interest among collectors and
institutions in the films presented within, featuring
roughly silent and pre-Code films in equal
numbers, among them material from well known
titles and stars, ones begging for rediscovery,
hidden gems, lost films, and much more. We hope
you enjoy the catalog as much as we enjoyed
compiling its content over the last few years.
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D.W. Griffith
Drink’s Lure
Biograph Company, 1913. Vintage one sheet poster
for the 1913 silent short film, directed by D.W.
Griffith.

reformation. Shot at Biograph studios, photographed
by the legendary G.W. “Billy” Bitzer, the
cinematographer on Griffith’s most legendary films.

Wonderfully subtle illustrated poster, excessively
rare, for a 17-minute short, shot in New York,
educational in nature but designed to be viewed by
adults.

Leading lady Claire McDowell would become a top
character actress for MGM and be featured in such
epics as The Big Parade and Ben-Hur.

Drink’s Lure was one of the earliest films to address
the subject of alcoholism: the addiction, its effect
on the victim and his family, and the attempted

27.75 x 40.5 inches (70 x 103 cm). Near Fine, on
archival linen, rolled.

$6500
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Thea Von Harbou
Frau im Mond
Berlin: August Scherl, 1928. First Edition, preceding
all others, including the movie tie-in edition
published later the same year by Scherl. Rare in dust
jacket.
Basis for the 1929 German silent film classic by Fritz
Lang, with a screenplay adapted by von Harbou from
her novel. Released in the US as Woman in the Moon.
Like Metropolis, a novel that was conceived and
executed simultaneously with the film. It is also
generally recognized as the first serious film to
portray space travel (preceded by Georges Melies’
equally important but more comic 1902 silent, La
voyage dans la lune). It was the first film to introduce
the basics of rocket travel to a mass audience,
including the use of a multi-stage rocket, and was

the first instance in a film of a “countdown to zero”
being used prior to a rocket launch.
Jacket design by S.B. Singer, with his motif on the
front panel artwork.
Near Fine, with no rubbing to the gilt, only some
scattered foxing and a tiny splash to the otherwise
bright yellow topstain, and with gold cloth ribbon
bookmark intact, in a Very Good plus dust jacket,
with minor wear at the corner, a bit of even toning to
the spine panel, and light fray at the crown.
Rössler, Filmfieber.

$8500
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Tod Browning
Fast Workers
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1933. Collection of 70
vintage double weight reference photographs from
the 1933 film, including seven of cast and crew at
work on the set, three of which feature director Tod
Browning. Also included is a later print of a fourth
image of Browning on the set. From the estate of Tod
Browning, housed in a Kodak photographic paper
box with his name in holograph pencil on the lid.

A lesser known work (and a rare comedy) by
Browning which, while a light story, has strong and
interesting Depression-era proletarian elements.
8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). Very Good plus.
Complete collation details on request.

$7500
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Tod Browning
Fast Workers
Original dialogue notes for the 1933 film.
Handwritten notes on two pages of legal-size
notebook paper in holograph pencil, presumed to
belong to one of the screenwriters for the film.

guys got her off the train at Atlantic City just to take
them pictures for a joke.
Gunner: You see, we didn’t know you were married.
Bucker: Yeah, it wasn’t all my fault.

The notes are as follows, with several lines marked
through in various places:

Gunner and Bucker are workers on a construction
site. Bucker often has the urge to marry, and Gunner
(a sort of wing man) will hit on Bucker’s girl to see
if her intentions are true. One night, while Gunner
is in indisposed, Bucker meets and falls for a tough
woman named Mary. Mary only wants Bucker’s
money, and Bucker doesn’t know that Mary knows
Gunner. But Gunner knows all about Mary.

[First page]
Spike: What’d you do to her, when you found her?
Bucker: Down the hall, through the lobby; onto the
sidewalk.
Alabam: Wasn’t you pretty sick in your soul when
you saw she was faithless?
Pinky: Yeah; he was broken hearted all that day, but
he met a [illegible] that night and skies were blue
again.
[Second page]
Bucker: You guys sure had me going last night, but
it’s all right now.
Gunner: It’s okay now?
Bucker: But I sure spoiled that poor kid’s evening...
(as Gunner stares) that is, until she told me how you

Loose legal size notebook paper, 8 x 12.5 inches. The
original “Wesco Tablet” front wrapper is present,
with interior sheets now detached (though all are
presumed present). The first page is foxed about
halfway to the bottom edge, the second page has a
large chip at the lower third, with the chipped piece
present. Very Good overall.

$550
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A Golden Age star as a Pre-Code ingenue
Archive of 89 photographs from pre-Code films starring Julie Bishop, 1933-1934
1933-1934. Archive of 89 photographs belonging to
actress Julie Bishop, featuring film still and publicity
photographs from five pre-Code films made in 1933
and 1934 while she was still being credited under her
birth name, Jacqueline Wells. The photographs have
been tipped into a contemporary photo album, with
the exception of three photographs, which are laid in.
Bishop began working in silent films as a child
actress, and appeared in over 50 B-pictures and
serials for Universal, Paramount, and others through
the 1930s as Jacqueline Wells. A 1941 studio
contract would necessitate a change to the name
she became better known as, as Warner Bros. didn’t
want their new star associated with the low budget
pictures in her past. She made 16 films for Warner
Bros., and continued to find work through the 1950s,
a career that lasted over 30 years.
Roughly half the photographs in the archive are
from 1933’s Tarzan the Fearless film serial, which she
costarred in with Buster Crabbe, including 11 behind
the scenes photographs, five of which show Tarzan
creator Edgar Rice Burroughs during a visit to the
set. One of these photographs has been inscribed to

Bishop by producer Sol Lesser.
Other films featured in the archive include the W.C.
Fields starring Tillie and Gus (Paramount, 1933), The
Loudspeaker (Monogram, 1934), one of which is laid
in and contains a holograph ink note by Bishop to
an unknown recipient mentioning her costar Ray
Walker and that the film’s theme song, “Who, But
You?,” was being performed by Bing Crosby and
Guy Lombardo, Alice in Wonderland (Paramount,
1933), although it appears her role was cut from the
final film, and the film serial Clancy of the Mounted
(Universal, 1933), several of which show images
from the final six chapters of the series, considered
lost, the first six chapters having been released on
DVD in 2012.
Photographs 8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). Some with
bruising or light chipping, generally about Near Fine.
Photo album 13.25 x 10.25 inches (33 x 26 cm),
bound with a string binding. Very Good plus.

$3500
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The earliest English language magazine dedicated to cinema as art
Norman Wilson and Forsyth Hardy
Cinema Quarterly
Edinburgh, Scotland: Cinema Quarterly, 1932-1935
First Edition. Volumes One through Three, including
the first issue, of the UK film review magazine,
focusing on documentary and international cinema.
The highly influential magazine lit a flame as an
important European literary and film quarterly,
generally considered the first English-language
journal devoted to film as art, specifically
documentary film. The editors were Norman Wilson
and Forsyth Hardy, both regular contributors,
along with the likes of John Grierson, a Scotsman
often considered the father of British documentary
film, and the man who familiarized the term
“documentary” in a 1926 film review for the New
York Sun. The driving factor behind Cinema Quarterly
was the intent to highlight the “empty masquerade
of sham sentiments and false emotions that
is the stock-in-trade” of commercialism, while
simultaneously illuminating the burgeoning world of
international avant-garde and documentary film.

Cinema Quarterly covered the latest film theory, with
articles on directors like Grierson, Eisenstein, Joris
Ivens, Alfred Hitchcock,and others, and featured
black-and-white photographs throughout. In later
years, the magazine changed its name to World Film
News and Television Progress, finally petering out
in 1938 after three issues as SEE: World Film News.
Perhaps the most difficult of early film journals.
Included in the archive are Volume One, issues
one to four, Volume Two, issues one to three, and
Volume Three, issues one to four.
5.5 x 8.5 inches (volume 1), 6.5 x 9 inches (volumes
2, 3), perfect-bound printed wrappers. All volumes
Very Good or better, with toning, creases, and foxing.
A few issues with small chips or tears. Subscription
form present in the first issue.

$450
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Robert Herring
Films of the Year: 1927-1928
London, The Studio, Ltd. 1928. First Edition.
From an era when most film books tended to be
focused on what history eventually assessed as
the wrong actors, the wrong films, and the wrong
directors, this title may stand above all others in
terms of pure predictive genius, as well as quality of
presentation.
Looking only at the films of 1927-1928 and beginning
with an essay completely devoid of pretension,
Herring’s book focuses on cinema as an art form
rather than an entertainment, with a strict focus on
the directors he considers to be the leaders in the
field, including Charlie Chaplin, Man Ray, G.W. Pabst,

Alfred Hitchcock, Frank Borzage, Fritz Lang, F.W.
Murnau, Raoul Walsh, Rex Ingram, Victor Seastrom,
and others.
The introductory essay is followed by 32 full-page
duotone plates featuring stunning still images from
the films of the directors noted. Laid in are two
advertisements for other books by the publisher, and
a vintage label from a French bookseller is present
at the bottom right corner of the front pastedown. A
cornerstone volume for any library on world cinema.
Near Fine in a bright, Near Fine dust jacket.

$750
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Two fragments from the first feature film ever made
Enoch J. Rector
The Corbett-Fitzsimmons Fight
Veriscope, 1897. Two vintage fragments from a
63mm film print of the 1897 boxing match between
“Gentleman” Jim Corbett and Bob Fitzsimmons. The
first fragment consists of six frames depicting the
fighters in a clinch, while the second consists of four
frames depicting the fighters in the center of the ring
about to trade punches.
At over 100 minutes, the film is the first feature
length cinematic release anywhere, and, with an
aspect ratio of 1.65:1, the first widescreen film ever
produced. Though fragments such as this survive,
the film in its entirety is considered lost.
A five frame fragment is held the National Media
Museum in the UK, and approximately 19 minutes
are available for viewing, but OCLC locates no
fragments in institutions.
The heavy weight title bout took place on March 17,
1897 in Carson City, Nevada, which legalized boxing
specifically to host this fight, beginning the long and
storied relationship between the Silver State and the
sweet science. Boxing was already a popular subject
for filmmakers, however, these were short films
generally of single rounds. Using the new Latham
loop technology, which he claimed to have invented,
director Rector shot the Corbett-Fitzsimmons
fight continuously using three adjacent ringside
cameras, with each camera capable of shooting
six minutes of footage before reloading. In total
approximately 11,000 feet of film was shot over all 14
rounds of the contest. In addition to length, the film
distinguished itself from the boxing films of the time
by presenting an introduction to the fight (by former
champion John L. Sullivan and his manager), the
fighters entering the ring in their robes, the fighters
resting between rounds, and, in later releases, the

immediate aftermath of the fight, all of which are
standards of boxing broadcasts to this day.
On release, the film became a sensation and gained
wide and lasting popularity, proving the financial
viability of feature length films, as well increasing
the public’s interest in both motion pictures and
boxing, becoming a landmark in the history of film
and sports.
Also included is a flyer for a showing of the film
on September 21, 1897 at the Fulton Opera House
in Lancaster, PA, including a brief synopsis of the
action.
First film print 2.5 x 7.25 inches (6 x 18 cm). Very
Good, with chips to some of the sprocket holes
on the right edge and to the upper right corner of
one frame, a 3/4 inch closed horizontal tear to the
bottom frame and a bit of accompanying loss to the
image, and a vertical scratch running through the left
edge of each frame.
Second film print 2.5 x 4.75 inches (6 x 12 cm). Very
Good plus, with vertical scratches running through
each frame.
Flyer 4.25 x 7.25 (11 x 18 cm). Near Fine. Light
horizontal and vertical creasing from being folded,
light edgewear.
Film strips encapsulated in mylar. Housed in a
custom quarter leather clamshell box.
National Film Registry.

$6500
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William Faulkner (novel)
Stephen Roberts (director)
The Story of Temple Drake
Paramount, 1933. Collection of five vintage
photographs from the 1933 pre-Code film, including
three double weight and two single weight
photographs. With stamps or holograph notations to
most of the photographs.
Based on William Faulkner’s 1931 controversial
literary potboiler, Sanctuary. The story concerns a
wealthy and neurotic Southern belle who falls in with
a violent bootlegger who rapes her and forces her
into prostitution.
Every bit as controversial as the source material,
the film’s depiction of the assault was graphic and
shocking even among films of the era, and, along
with the same year’s equally sensational Baby Face,

was directly responsible for the stricter enforcement
of the Production Code beginning the next year,
bringing the pre-Code era decidedly to a close.
Unavailable for decades outside of 16mm bootlegs,
the film was restored by the Museum of Modern
Art in 2011 and screened at the TCM Classic Film
Festival, but still awaits a commercial release.
Photographs between 9.75 x 7.5 and 8 x 10 inches
(24 x 19 and 20 x 25 cm). Very Good plus overall.
Complete collation details available on request.
Grant US.

$850
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William Faulkner (novel)
Stephen Roberts (director)
The Story of Temple Drake
Paramount, 1933. Original lobby card for the 1933
film.
An interesting image from the film’s final dramatic
courtroom scene. The film has a relatively upbeat
ending, in which Temple tells the truth and is
disgraced. This in marked contrast to the ending of
Faulkner’s novel, in which Temple perjures herself
in court, retaining her dignity but resulting in the
lynching of an innocent man.

George Raft, then under contract to Paramount, was
assigned the role of the villain, but found the part
repulsive and went to battle with the studio in a suit
that nearly cost him his career.
11 x 14 inches, Near Fine, with a holograph graphite
notation to the verso.

$750
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The first adaptation of Hammett’s hardboiled classic
Dashiell Hammett (novel)
Roy Del Ruth (director)
The Maltese Falcon
Warner Brothers, 1931. Collection of 20 vintage
studio still photographs from the 1931 pre-Code
film, and the first adaptation of Dashiell Hammett’s
classic hard boiled novel. All but two images with
the Warner Brothers / Vitaphone logo at the bottom
margin.
This first adaptation, made well prior to the
establishment of the Hayes Code, carries a set of
characters whose common quality is one of general
immorality. John Huston’s better known 1941 version
would translate that quality into a dialogue-intensive,
hard boiled (if much warmer) style.

The principal image, of Ricardo Cortez as Sam Spade
with the shadow of the falcon looming behind him,
has the original snipe from the film, a “Received”
stamp dated May 20, 1931 (eight days prior to the
film’s release date), and another date stamp of May
27, 1931. Other photos with various stamps relating
to the studio or to the collection of Carlos Clarens.
8 x 10 inches (20.5 x 25.5 cm). Three images faded
to sepia, overall clean and Very Good to Near Fine.
Complete collation details available on request.

$6500
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Signed by Irma Vep
Musidora
Paroxysmes de l’amou a la mort
Paris: Editions Eugene Figuiere, 1934. First Edition,
one of 60 trade copies out of a total limitation of 67.
Inscribed by the author on the front endpaper: “A
Monsieur Gavoty / Hommage de / Musidora.”
A novel by silent film actor and director Musidora,
best known for her role as the black bodysuit clad
thief Irma Vep in Louis Feuillade’s serial Les Vampires.
Text in French.
Very Good plus in wrappers, with a tiny closed tear
and a bruise affecting some on the text of the front
wrapper. In a Very Good plus or better example of
the publisher’s original tissue paper dust jacket.

$1500
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The first United Artists Release
Douglas Fairbanks (starring)
Joseph Henabery (director)
His Majesty, the American
United Artists, 1919. Vintage color glass slide
advertisement for the 1919 film, the first film
released by the newly minted United Artists,
co-founded by star Douglas Fairbanks with
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, and D.W. Griffith.
Both Fairbanks and director Henabery shared
screenwriting credit.
A wealthy American gets embroiled in the politic
turmoil of a fictional European monarchy, only to find
he is secretly the heir to the throne.
4 x 3.25 inches (10 x 8 cm). An unused example,
without theatrical show times listed on the blank at
the bottom. Very Good plus or better.

$375
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Erich Von Stroheim (director)
Frank Norris (novel)
Greed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1924. Vintage herald (or
broadside) for the 1924 film. A clever and excessively
rare bit of advertisement, designed as a Wanted
poster, pulling together the main character from
Frank Norris’ novel (John “Doc” McTeague) a photo
of “McTeague” (Gibson Gowland), and mention
of a specific screening at San Francisco’s Imperial
Theatre on Market Street (today the Market Street
Cinema).
The first cut of Stroheim’s Greed was a mammoth
and today nearly apocryphal 9.5-hour presentation.
All that survives today is a restored, slightly choppy

but coherent 240-minute version, supplanted with
still photographs, that conveys to the viewer the
unimaginable grandeur of the original. Very little
paper advertisement has survived. The only poster
that has ever surfaced is a disappointing window
card (showing none of the characters) and this
remarkable broadside, the only example we have
ever encountered.
13 x 6 inches (33 x 15 cm). Near Fine, with a couple
of tiny internal tears, overall extremely clean.

$4500
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Heinrich Mann
The Blue Angel
London: Jarrolds, 1932. First UK Edition, and first
printing in English. An edition of this title so rare that
we had been heretofore unaware of its existence,
issued under the publisher’s Jay Library series.
Basis for the classic 1930 film by Josef von Sternberg,
starring Emil Jannings and a very young Marlene
Dietrich, filmed simultaneously in both German and
English.

Very Good in a extremely bright and colorful, Very
Good plus dust jacket. Boards slightly bowed, with
evidence of exposure to moisture at the fore-edges.
Jacket has no loss, only a bit of shallow creasing at
the spine ends.

$5500
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Jacques Norbert
Dr. Mabuse Der Spieler
Berlin: Ullstein, 1920. First German Edition,
preceding all others.
One of the most important film sources of the
twentieth century, basis for Fritz Lang’s 1922 silent
masterpiece. Mabuse was one of the prototypes of
film noir characterization, and remained an obsession
with Lang until the end of his film career.

Very Good in black paper-covered boards with green
rule, illustrations and titles. Slight lean, light taps to
the top corners, rubbing to the boards and edges. A
presentable copy of this scarce title.
Rössler, Filmfieber.

$1500
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Collection of 43 UK photoplays for films released between 1924-1935, in dust jackets
London: The Readers Library, 1924-1935. Collection
of first UK printings of 43 photoplays, published by
The Readers Library, for silent and pre-Code films
released between 1924 and 1935, all in dust jacket,
roughly half of which are photo-illustrated with stills
from the film throughout.
Included in the collection are the much sought after
photoplays for Alfred Hitcock’s 1927 adaptation of
Marie Belloc Lowndes’ The Lodger and Fritz Lang’s

1928 film Spies, two photoplays for Academy Award
nominated films, including Best Picture winner
Wings (1927), the only silent film to win the award,
and White Shadows in the South Seas (1928), as well
as four photoplays for films now considered to be
all or partially lost, Ponjola (1923), Sinners in Heaven
(1924), The Legion of the Condemned (1928), and The
River (1928).

BOOKS INTO FILM

Photoplays, the most direct link between printed
books and motion pictures, are believed to have
begun as early as 1912, with the first photoplay
generally considered to be for the Edison serial,
What Happened to Mary, which contained still
photos from both the stage and film version. While
some photoplay editions are simply reprints of a
film’s source novel, others are a novelization or
adaptation of a film’s screenplay or the stage play on
which it was based. A book is typically considered
a photoplay if it contains still photographs from the
film, artwork depicting the movie’s stars, or lastly,

a mention of the film on the dust jacket or in the
editorial preface. These editions have remained
collectible by cinephiles, bibliophiles, and institutions
over the decades, as they represent the original story
sources for films, and, in the case of lost films, often
the only surviving textual evidence of the film’s plot
or visual presentation.
Condition varies, but books are generally Very Good
in like dust jackets. For more details, please inquire.

$2250
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Collection of 30 US photoplays for films released between 1920-1934, in dust jackets
New York: Various Publishers, 1920-1934. Collection
of first printings of 30 photoplays for silent and preCode films released between 1920 and 1934, all in
dust jacket, and all but one with photo-illustrations
of stills from the film throughout.

award, and White Shadows in the South Seas (1928),
as well as four photoplays for films now considered
to be all or partially lost, Ponjola (1923), Sinners in
Heaven (1924), The Legion of the Condemned (1928),
and The River (1928).

Included in the collection is the much sought after
photoplay for Lon Chaney’s 1925 version of The
Phantom of the Opera, two photoplays for Academy
Award nominated films, including Best Picture
winner Wings (1927), the only silent film to win the

Condition varies, but books are generally Very Good
plus in like dust jackets. For more details, please
inquire.

$1450
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Jack Lait
The Beast of the City
New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1932. First Photoplay
Edition. An attractive copy of this difficult title.
Based on the 1932 film noir antecedent, directed
by Charles Brabin and starring Walter Huston and
Jean Harlow, from an original screen story by W.R.
Burnett.

Near Fine in a Very Good plus dust jacket.
Contemporary owner name and date on the front
endpaper. Jacket is bright, with some rubbing at the
extremities, a chip to the crown corner (no loss to
titling), and light fray at the heel.

$750
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Archive of books and personal material belonging to writer Arline De Haas
Various cities: Various, . An archive of books and
personal material belonging to Arline de Haas, noted
author of the photoplay edition for the first talking
film, The Jazz Singer (1927). Included is her leatherbound presentation copy of her novelization of the
film, a work that caused a fundamental and multilevel shift in the world’s conception of cinema and
dramatic storytelling, as well as a copy of the book
inscribed by De Haas to her parents. The archive
contains seven photoplay books written by De Haas
(two of which are inscribed to her parents), her
copy of the Webster’s New International Dictionary,
paperwork relating to her estate, including the
deed to her Pennsylvania estate, and a photograph,
presumably of the author and her brother.
The conception of the The Jazz Singer began in 1917
with playwright Samson Raphaelson, who saw
popular stage performer Al Jolson, a Russian-born
Jew, perform in blackface as part of a performance
of Robinson Crusoe in Illinois. Raphaelson was taken
with Jolson’s voice, which he described as having an
intensity he had seen before only among synagogue
cantors, and wrote a story about that juxtaposition,
based on Jolson’s life and called The Day of
Atonement. He developed the story into a play, the
rights to which were purchased by Warner Brothers
with the idea of having George Jessel in the lead role.
When Jessel’s involvement became problematic,
Jolson—who had achieved great popularity as a
blackface singer in the meantime—was offered the
part.
The life-meets-art aspect of the film’s preproduction was soon trumped by an equally
important new concept—the advent of the talking
picture. The first two films by Warner Brothers using
Vitaphone were released in late 1926, but both only
contained sound for musical numbers. With The Jazz
Singer, Warner Brothers planned to deploy a new
kind of presentation, a complex means of introducing
synchronized human speech to film audiences that
involved 15 reels and 15 sound discs, along with
expert manipulation by the projectionist throughout
the screening.
Photoplay editions were standard business in
1927, and most major silent film releases were
accompanied by a novelization that included photos

from the film. These books sold extremely well, as
only a small percentage of the American population
had access to movie houses. Thus, photoplays acted
both as an extension of and advertisement for new
films.
As part of the complex and ambitious release
campaign for The Jazz Singer, Warner Brothers hired
Arline De Haas, already an established columnist
and photoplay writer, to do the novelization for
the film such that the book would be released
simultaneously with the film. The ambition of the
release had not only to do with its controversial
subject matter and it’s new sound format, but also
with its conveyance of a new concept to moviegoers:
the musical. The film was not only a success, but
literally a 3-level paradigm shift in the way the public
would experience entertainment.
Included in this archive are seven Grosset & Dunlap
photoplay books written by De Haas: The Jazz Singer
(1927, author’s blue leather-bound presentation copy
with gilt titles and page edges), The Jazz Singer (1927,
inscribed to the author’s parents) Noah’s Ark (1928),
Tenderloin (1928), Glorious Betsy (1928), Say it with
Song (1929), and East Lynne (1931, inscribed to the
author’s parents). Black and white photograph 3.5 x
5.5 inches, tipped on to a backing board and housed
in a frame.
All De Haas’s books, including her Webster’s New
International Dictionary, have her bookplate to the
front pastedown: an image of a nude woman riding
a winged horse, thumbing her nose at an old woman
who looks to be a caricature of Mother Goose. The
bookplate reads “honi soit qui mal y pense” (“shame
on anyone who thinks ill of it”).
Say it with Songs accompanied by a Very Good dust
jacket lacking all but two inches of the spine panel,
and East Lynne accompanied by a Very Good dust
jacket with an inch and a half chip to the bottom of
the spine panel, else all De Haas books Very Good
lacking dust jackets. Webster’s New International
Dictionary in poor condition, showing great use.
Photograph and paperwork Very Good plus.

$3500
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J.M. Barrie (play)
John Cromwell, Richard Wallace (directors)
Gary Cooper (starring)
Seven Days’ Leave
Paramount, 1929. Final White Script for the 1930
film. Laid into the script is a vintage black and white
reference photograph from the film, rubber stamped
“MEDALS” on the verso.
Based on the 1918 play, The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals, by J.M. Barrie. The second talkie to be
based on a J.M. Barrie story, which like the first (The

Doctor’s Secret in 1929) was produced by Paramount
and was issued in both silent and sound versions. A
young Gary Cooper starred in the film, on the heels
of his performance in the first adaptation of The
Virginian the year before.

$975

h literary
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Maxim Gorky (novel)
Vsevolod Pudovkin (director)
Mother
Russia: Mezhrabpom-Rus, 1927. Vintage German
program for the 1926 Russian silent film. Photoillustrated throughout. The only cinema paper dating
from the decade of release we have encountered for
the film.
Based on the 1906 novel by Maxim Gorky, about
a woman’s struggle to free her son from a Czarist
prison camp during the Russian Revolution of 1905.
The first film in Pudovkin’s “revolutionary trilogy,”
followed by The End of St. Petersburg (1927) and Storm
Over Asia (1928), and a key film in the development

of montage techniques in film, although, in contrast
to his colleague Eisenstein, Pudovkin tended to use
montage to capture individual character rather than
mass movements.
Six pages in self wrappers. Holograph pencil
notations to the front wrapper. Presenting as Very
Good, with light chipping and a few short closed
tears. Disbound, binding repaired with cello tape.

$650
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Four early adaptations of F. Scott Fitzgerald, all now lost
F. Scott Fitzgerald (novel)
William C. Dowlan (director)
The Chorus Girl’s Romance
Metro Pictures Corporation, 1920. Two vintage
still photographs from the lost 1920 silent film.
Based on the story, “Head and Shoulders” by F.
Scott Fitzgerald, first published in the February
21, 1920 edition of The Saturday Evening Post, and
subsequently collected in Flappers and Philosophers,
published by Charles Scribner’s Sons on September
10, 1920. Rubber stamp to the verso of both photos.

A tale that is equal parts capitalism and romance, in
which a shimmy dancer (Viola Dana) accidentally
gets a Yale student (Gareth Hughes) expelled. Out of
options, he marries her and the two begin an unusual
partnership.

The first film to have been adapted from any
Fitzgerald story, and one of several early silent
adaptations of his work that are now lost. “Head
and Shoulders” was written several years before The
Great Gatsby, but Fitzgerald was already thematically
exploring the newer, more free-wheeling world that
came into existence after World War I, a world that
he helped to create, document, and lionize.

8 x 10 inches (20.5 x 25.5 cm). In attractive, Near
Fine condition.

Set in New Haven, Connecticut and New York City,
New York.

Complete collation details available on request.

$3500
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F. Scott Fitzgerald (story)
Howard M. Mitchell (director)
The Husband Hunter
Fox Film Corporation, 1920. A collection of three
bordered and one borderless double weight
promotional photographs for the lost 1920 silent
film, based on the short story “Myra Meets His
Family” by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Rubber stamp to the
verso of the three photographs with borders, and
light holograph notations to two photos. The second
Fitzgerald work to be adapted to film after Chorus
Girl’s Romance was released earlier the same year.

An early story featuring what would become the
author’s trademark: stories set among wealthy
families in the American East, and featuring a
controversial, free-spirited heroine.

Fitzgerald submitted “Myra Meets His Family” to his
agent Harold Ober and while not one of the author’s
favorites, Ober sold it easily to The Saturday Evening
Post, becoming the author’s second appearance in
that magazine, published in the March 20, 1920
issue. Both the story and the film were quite popular,
though Fitzgerald’s dislike of it kept it out of any
subsequent collections of his work.

This listing also includes a 3 x 1.75 inch promotional
card featuring leading silent film star Eileen Percy.

A rare piece of Fitzgerald material related to his
earliest days as a writer, and likely some of the only
existing visual information from the now-lost silent
film that resulted from it. Not listed in Connelly.

Borderless photo 7.5 x 9.5 inches (19 x 24 cm) and
bordered photos 8 x 10 inches (20 x 25.5 cm). All
photos in Near Fine condition.
Complete collation available upon request.

$1250
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F. Scott Fitzgerald (story)
Dallas M. Fitzgerald (director)
The Off-Shore Pirate
Metro Pictures Corporation, 1921. Collection of six
vintage production photographs from the lost 1921
film. Based on the short story “The Offshore Pirate”
by F. Scott Fitzgerald, first published in the The
Saturday Evening post on May 29, 1920.
Actress Viola Dana’s second film based off of a F.
Scott Fitzgerald story (the first being the 1920 film
A Chorus Girl’s Romance), in which she plays a willful
society girl who is tricked into falling in love with
her uncle’s choice for a husband (played by Jack
Mulhall) through a complicated ruse in which he
masquerades as a pirate.

Also included are two promotional postcards for the
film and an inscribed studio still photograph of Viola
Dana.
Photos between 7.25 x 9 inches (18 x 23cm) and
8.25 x 10 inches (21 x 25 cm). One photo has three
hole punches to one edge (though not a keybook
still) and another has been trimmed on two margins.
Photos Very Good plus.
Complete collation details available on request.

$1250
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F. Scott Fitzgerald (novel)
Herbert Brenon (director)
The Great Gatsby
Paramount, 1926. Vintage production photograph
from the 1926 silent film. Mimeograph snipe to the
verso. Featuring a concerned-looking Jay Gatsby,
played by Warner Baxter, clutching his cap nervously
while in uniform.
The first of a string of adaptations of F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s masterpiece, now lost save for its trailer,
and the only adaptation of his novel to be created
during his lifetime. Based in part on the Owen Davis
theatrical adaptation of the book, which was directed
by George Cukor and opened on Broadway at the
Ambassador Theatre on February 2, 1926.

Film director Herbert Brenon intentionally adapted
the source work in order to make it a more
lighthearted film that would appeal to the masses,
lengthening the party scenes at Gatsby’s mansion
and exaggerating the scandalous elements of the
novel. Both Fitzgerald and his wife Zelda purportedly
hated the film.
8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). Near Fine.
Complete collation details available on request.

$525
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William Faulkner (story)
Howard Hawks (director)
Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper (starring)
Today We Live
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1933. Collection of five
vintage studio still photographs from the 1933
film. Based on William Faulkner’s 1932 short story,
“Turnabout.”

sequence, created through a combination of model
work and live action photography.

The film follows two officers during World War I who
compete for the affections of the lovely Diana BoyceSmith (Joan Crawford). It stands as the only film
costarring Hollywood icons Joan Crawford and Gary
Cooper. The duo had been eager to work together,
and Crawford ostensibly pressured the studio to sign
Cooper. It remains most notable for the iconic aerial

8 x 10 inches (20.5 x 25.5 cm). Near Fine with light
toning overall, holograph pencil notations to the
verso, and pink soiling to the verso of one image.

Shot on location in California.

Complete collation details available on request.

$300
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Tod Robbins (novel)
Tod Browning (director)
Lon Chaney, Victor McLaglen,
Harry Earles (starring)
The Unholy Three
Beverly Hills, CA: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1925.
Vintage reference photograph from the set of the
1925 film, with a printed snipe on the verso.
Later remade as a talkie in 1930, with Chaney
and Earles reprising their roles, but directed Jack
Conway. Both versions based on the novel by Tod
Robbins, who would also see one of his short stories
(“Spurs”) adapted by Browning as the classic 1932
film, Freaks.
A candid behind-the-scenes shot showing former
boxer McLaglen holding up a laughing Harry Earles
by his ankle.
8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). Lightly soiled, with a
couple of shallow corner creases, Very Good plus.

$425

29

Mildred Gilman (novel)
Alfred Santell (director)
Sob Sister
Fox Film Corporation, 1931. Final Shooting script for
the 1931 film. Holograph notations in colored pencil
on the front wrapper.
Based on Mildred Gilman’s 1931 novel, about Jane
Ray (Linda Watkins), a reporter whose great rival
is news-hound Garry Webster (James Dunn) who
never lets his love for her get in the way of landing
a story. Jane is eventually kidnapped, rescued not
by Garry but by a six-year-old named Billy Stotesley
(future Our Gang member Wally Albright).
Director Santell’s later films include Breakfast for
Two (1937), Jack London (1943), and The Hairy Ape
(1944).

$350
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (screenplay, novel)
Metropolis
UFA / Paramount, 1927. Original advertising herald
for the US release of the 1927 film, a shortened
115 minute version re-cut by American playwright
Channing Pollock, who is credited on the herald.
Interestingly, the herald credits the film as joint
production of Paramount and Universum Film (or
UFA), apparently just prior to the formation of the

larger umbrella production company Parufamet,
which included UFA, Paramount, and MGM.
4.5 x 6 inches folded, 8.75 x 6 inches unfolded. Near
Fine with some light soil.

$3750
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Fritz Lang (director, screenwriter)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter)
Spies
London: Fritz Lang Film / UFA / W and F, 1928.
Original UK program for the 1928 German film,
Spione, released in the UK as The Spy.

9.5 x 12 inches, 12 pages, side stapled in card
wrappers. Wrappers Very Good plus overall, interior
bright and Near Fine.

Lang’s followup to Metropolis, and penultimate silent
film, an underrated spy versus spy thriller containing
some of the most virtuosic set pieces of the
director’s career, including a spectacular train crash
at the film’s climax.

$1850
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter, novel)
Metropolis
London: Wardour Films / UFA, 1927. Original
program for the London premiere of the film on
March 21st, 1927 at the Marble Arch Pavilion,
preceded in English by the US release earlier that
month but with different title cards. Director Lang’s
expressionist masterpiece, based on the novel and
written for the screen by then-wife von Harbou,
one of the most enduring and influential films of the
silent era.
In addition to the normal synopsis, photos, and
quotes from the actors, the program presents pieces
on the film’s groundbreaking special effects and
camerawork, and, most interestingly, a side-by-side
comparison of a portion of the film script with von

Harbou’s novel, published the previous year. Any
original paper relating to Metropolis is scarce, with
a 2012 post on Peter Harrington’s site ranking this
program among the most difficult collectible items
from the British release of the film.
Very Good plus in stapled wrappers. Owner
stamp to the title page. Wrappers lightly creased
horizontally and vertically, front wrapper lightly
faded and rubbed, light foxing to the rear wrapper
with tiny ink initials to the upper corner. Housed in a
custom clamshell box.
Rössler, Filmfieber.

$6500
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Fritz Lang and Karl Freund
Fritz Lang (director)
Horst von Harbou (photographer)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter)
Fritz Lang and others on the set of Metropolis
Munich: UFA, 1927. Collection of five vintage double
weight borderless photographs of director Fritz Lang,
cinematographer Karl Freund, actors Brigitte Helm
and Gustav Fröhlich, and others working on the set
of the legendary 1927 film. An extraordinary insight
into the making of a masterpiece.
The images included show: (1) Lang and Freund
setting up a complex outdoor two-camera shot for
the famous scene where Brigitte Helm attempts to
pull the giant mechanical lever in the town square in
order to alert the citizens to impending danger, (2)
Lang and Freund setting up an outdoor tracking shot,
with the vast UFA studio grounds and its magnificent
structures clearly visible in the background, (3) Lang
working closely with Helm on a carefully lit bedroom
scene, and (4) two photos of Lang vivaciously
demonstrating to actors the sorts of movement he

wants for a scene.
Shot by Horst von Harbou, brother of Lang’s wife and
frequent screenwriter, Thea von Harbou. Horst von
Harbou worked as a still photographer for UFA on
two of Lang’s subsequent films, Woman in the Moon
(1929) and M (1931).
All photographs 5 x 7 inches (13 x 18 cm). Near Fine.
The first two photos noted above are in separate
custom museum-quality frames, archivally mounted,
with UV glass.
Eureka Masters of Cinema 8.

$9500
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter)
Peter Lorre (starring)
M
Berlin: Nero-Film AG, 1931. Vintage oversize double
weight photograph from the 1931 film. Based on the
true story of psychopathic serial killer Hans Beckert,
nicknamed the “Vampire of Dusseldorf,” here played
by Peter Lorre. A brilliant image from this crime
thriller classic in which the search is on for Lorre.
Lang’s first sound film, Lorre’s breakthrough role,
and the film Lang considered to be his masterpiece—
an assertion that has found much agreement since.
The mood, atmosphere, and lighting foreshadow
film noir, and Lang’s use of sound, though primitive
technologically, still makes a powerful psychological
impact.
So strongly regarded was the film that MGM
producer Irving Thalberg assembled his writers and
directors for a screening and told them they needed
to be making films of this caliber.

Banned in Germany in 1934 when the Nazis came
into power, at which point Lorre and Lang, both
of partial Jewish ancestry, fled the country. The
expressionistic art direction visible here, the
uncredited work of Edgar G. Ulmer, would also
serve as the basis of Ulmer’s later directorial work in
Hollywood, where he would make some of the most
creative and classic noir-style films. Set in Berlin,
shot there on location.
Nero film insignia in the lower right corner, with
the German blind stamp at the upper right corner.
Original German stills from this film are scarce: this
is the only one we have ever offered.
9 x 12 inches (23 x 30 cm). Fine.

$1750
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter)
Peter Lorre (starring)
M
Vienna: Illustrierter Film-Kurier, 1931. Vintage
Austrian program for the 1931 German film. Text in
German.
Issue No. 262 of Illustrierter Film-Kurier, one of the
oldest European film magazines, which ran weekly
from 1929 to 1956. Like its German counterpart,
Film-Kurier, each issue focused on a single film and
used a gravure process to reproduce images from

the film, making for striking images and design.
6 x 9 inches (15 x 23 cm). Six pages, saddle stitched.
Ink notations throughout, seemingly regarding
layout, affecting a bit of text but no images. Very
Good plus with a faint horizontal crease and light
toning to the wrappers.
Criterion Collection 30. Grant Germany. Godard,
Histoires de cinema. Ebert I. Eureka Masters of
Cinema 9. Rosebaum 1000.

$875
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (screenwriter)
Die Nibelungen
Germany: Decla-Bioscop / UFA, 1924. Original
program for the German premiere of the duology Die
Nibelungen: Sigfried and Die Nibelungen: Kriemhild’s
Revenge on February 14, 1924, based on the
thirteenth century epic poem “Nibelungenlied.”
Also included is a supplemental program for UFA
theatres, featuring another brief essay on the film,
information on the theatres, and advertisements.
Text of both in German.

Near Fine in heavy paper wrappers and string
binding. Elegant owner name to the front wrapper,
with a light diagonal crease to the same, and light
fading to the edges.
Supplement program: Very Good in saddle stitched
self wrappers. Splitting to the spine, with a light
vertical fold crease, and a couple of small chips.
Masters of Cinema 46. Rössler, Filmfieber.

Contains a brief essay by von Harbou, and three
additional short essays on the making of the film.
Photo illustrated throughout with stills of characters
from the films.

$3850
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Fritz Lang (director)
Thea von Harbou (novel, screenwriter)
Woman in the Moon
Berlin: Fritz Lang Film / UFA, 1929. Original program
for the 1929 German film.
Woman in the Moon is generally recognized as the
first serious film to portray space travel. It was also
the first to introduce the basics of rocket travel to a
mass audience, including the use of a multi-stage
rocket and a “countdown to zero” being used prior
to a rocket launch. Lang’s final silent film, two years
before he made his sound debut with M.

8.75 x 11.25 inches, 8 pages, originally side
stitched. Good only. Staples missing, near complete
separation to the front and rear leaves, neatly
repaired with cello tape. Faint pencil notation to the
front wrapper. Presents as Very Good plus overall.

$850
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William Nigh (director)
Lon Chaney (starring)
Thunder
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1929. Draft script for
the 1929 silent film. Holograph pencil notations
throughout by an unknown editor, with an unsigned
typescript note of revisions to producer Hunt
Stromberg bound in at the front of the script.
Lon Chaney’s penultimate film appearance, and
his last silent film, as he would develop walking
pneumonia during the film’s production which, when
combined with his throat cancer, lead to his death
two months later, after the release of his final film

The Unholy Three (1930). Now considered a lost film,
as only one reel is known to have survived.
Chaney plays a railroad engineer who is obsessed
with running his train on time, to the degree that he
causes several tragedies and is ostracized from his
family.
Set in Illinois, shot on location in Wisconsin.

$3000
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Thomas N. Heffron
The Truthful Liar
Paramount, circa 1922. Draft script for the 1922, now
considered lost.
A social climbing woman is neglected by her
hardworkng husband. She decides to go on a date
with an ex-suitor to a casino, which is robbed while
they are there. Her rings are taken and she lies to her
husband but looks like a fool when the rings turn up

at the police station. She writes a letter explaining
everything, but the letter falls into the hands of her
housekeeper who sells it to the gang leader who
robbed the casino, who blackmails Tess for $15,000.

$1500
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Helen Gardner (starring)
Charles L. Gaskill (director, screenwriter)
The Devil’s Angel
US: Lejaren a Hiller Productions / Pioneer Film /
Clark Cornelius Corporation, 1920. Archive of press
and publicity material compiled into a scrapbook by
pioneering silent film actress and producer Helen
Gardner regarding her penultimate film role in the
1920 film, originally released as The Sleep of Cyma
Roget, and re-titled and re-released the same year
as The Devil’s Angel. The film, like many of Gardner’s
films, is now lost.
Already an established star of the stage, Gardner
began her film career with Vitagraph in 1910, and
earned widespread notice for her role as Becky
Sharp in the original 1911 adaptation of Vanity Fair,
which was also an important precursor to longer,
feature length films. In 1912, she became the first
actress to found her own production company,
where she worked with her longtime collaborator,
director Charles Gaskill, as producer, studio head,
and scenarist. That year, she produced and starred
in Cleopatra, the first feature length depiction of
the Egyptian queen, beating the now more famous
Theda Bara version to the screen by five years, and
earning Gardner recognition as the original screen
vamp. Despite Gardner’s importance as both an
actor and producer in the development of the feature
length film, no major critical biographies or academic
works about her exist, and the bulk of material
relating to her life is held in private hands.

in the archive attests to the active role she took in
all her films. Included in the archive are three full
size and ten thumbnail sized still images from the
film featuring Gardner, a partial press kit containing
a synopsis, cast biographies, press and promotional
information, and additional images, and numerous
press clippings relating to the film, including one of
an essay about the film by Gardner published in the
Bridgeport Sunday Herald on April 10, 1921, in which
she defends filmmakers’ rights to artistic freedom
devoid of censorship, both with regard to The Devil’s
Angel and cinema in general. In fact, in addition to
the normal reviews and notices, many of the press
clippings mention controversy surrounding the film,
which featured female nudity and adult themes.
Finally, the archive includes 15 letters, both typed
and autograph letters signed, addressed to Gardner
from fans, covering a seven year period from 1913
to 1920. Occasional, brief holograph notations by
Gardner can be found throughout the archive.
Altogether, a detailed look at the release and
reception of a lost film, from the perspective of one
its stars, a pioneering female actor and producer ripe
for a critical and historical resurgence.
Scrapbook in Good condition, bound with a string
binding. Archive material generally Very Good.
For details please inquire.

The Devil’s Angel represents Gardner’s attempt at a
late-career comeback, after the intervening years
had seen her star fade somewhat, and the material

$3500
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Richard Norman
The Green-Eyed Monster
Jacksonville, FL: Norman Film Studios, 1919. Original
US one sheet poster for the 1919 silent film, like all
of the Norman Studio films, featuring an all-African
American cast, and marketed to African-American
movie theatres.
Norman Studios produced eight silent films between
1915 and 1928, one of over 30 film studios that
operated in Jacksonville, Florida during this era.
All but one of the Norman Studio films, including
The Green-Eyed Monster, are now lost, with the sole
exception being The Flying Ace (1926). The advent
of sound, as well as the increasing centralization
of filmmaking in Hollywood, led to the studio
ceasing production after Black Gold in 1928. The
studio’s facilities in Jacksonville were restored and
designated a National Historic Landmark in 2016.

The film’s story centers on a passionate love triangle
intercut with a vicious competition between two
train companies to land a high-dollar mail contract.
As with this poster, Norman went to great lengths to
advertise the expense of the film’s action sequences,
including a rescue from burning car, fist fights, a
pistol duel, an abduction, a locomotive chase, and a
violent train wreck that purportedly cost $80,000.
From the Norman Film archive, thus rolled rather
than folded, with a letter of provenance attesting to
same.
28 x 42 inches (71 x 107 cm). Rolled, Very Good to
Near Fine.

$1500

LOST FILM
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Richard Norman
The Green-Eyed Monster
Jacksonville, FL: Norman Film Studios, 1919. Original
US six sheet illustrated poster for the now-lost
1919 silent film, like all of the Norman Studio films,
featuring an all-African American cast, and marketed
to African-American movie theatres.
A stunning illustrated poster, evoking the violence
and grandeur of a famous (and purportedly
expensive) scene from the film involving a train

wreck, as well the film’s African American content.
81 x 81 inches (206 x 206 cm). Near Fine, with minor
restoration at the folds. Archivally linen backed and
rolled. Very Good, complete and bright, but with a
few closed tears.

$3500

LOST FILM
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Mary Pickford (starring),
William Desmond Taylor (director)
How Could You, Jean?
US: Artcraft Pictures / Mary Pickford Company,
1918. Vintage borderless photograph from the 1918
film. With an identifying holograph notation on the
verso.
Based on the 1917 novel by Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd,
about a young socialite and a millionaire, who meet
and fall in love while pretending to be a cook and a
hired hand, respectively. No known prints of the film
survive, and it is considered lost.
8.75 x 7.75 inches (22 x 20 cm). Very Good plus.
Irregulary trimmed, diagonal crease to the top
corner, with a short closed horizontal tear to one
edge.

$350
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Murnau’s lost American film
F.W. Murnau
4 Devils
Fox Film Corporation, 1928. Original three-color
herald for the 1928 silent film, with overprints in
red ink on the verso added to promote the sound
version, released shortly after the initial version,
reading “The latest talking sensation!” and “Janet
Gaynor / Talking for the first time on the screen.”
All of Murnau’s American films are available except
4 Devils, which remains lost. A melodrama about
four children raised in the circus who become
trapeze artists. Two of them become lovers as
adults, and drama ensues when a usurper takes one
of the women in the group away.
Though the film was a major release from Fox, no
copies are known to have survived, and printed
material from the film is rare.
8 x 7 inches. Near Fine, with a small ink date
notation at the top right corner of the recto. Near
Fine, with only a single nick at the top edge to note.

$450

LOST FILM
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Millard Webb (director)
Billie Dove (starring)
An Affair of the Follies
First National Pictures, 1927. Vintage US insert
poster for the 1927 silent film, today considered lost.
Vehicle for the great Ziegfeld Follies star Billie
Dove, who portrays Tamara, married to an inventor
who cannot get anyone to see his work. Tamara
eventually decides she must rejoin the Follies, a
decision that causes problems for her marriage.
Dove, who started her career as a model, became
one of the most famous of the Follies girls. When
Ziegfeld paid too much attention to Dove, his wife
Billie Burke arranged for Dove to go to Hollywood,

where, because of her great beauty, she was a
sensation. She worked in silent films and early
talkies. For An Affair of the Follies, prominent writers
June Mathis and Carey Wilson worked on the script
and future Academy-winning cinematographer Tony
Gaudio was behind the camera.
14 x 36 inches (35 x 92 cm). Paper backed, Very
Good overall with no restoration.

$550

merian c.
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Merian C. Cooper
Grass
New York: Putnam, 1925. First Edition. Inscribed
by the author: “To: Sidney Williams - who ushered
‘Grass’ into Philadelphia / and made it grow / and
to whom the author of this book owes a very real
debt of gratitude / Merian C. Cooper.” Based on
the landmark silent documentary film, released the
same year. Scarce to find in jacket or inscribed.
A landmark enthographic documentary, Cooper
and photographer Ernest Schoedsack accompanied
the Bakhtiari, a tribe of 50,000 nomads on their
hazardous annual journey to bring their herds to
pasture. The two collaborated on a number of silent
documentaries before jointly writing, producing,
and directing King Kong in 1933 (Cooper, a pilot
who served with distinction in both World Wars,

appears toward the end of King Kong as the Flight
Commander).
With the immediate success of King Kong, Cooper
became a Vice President of RKO Pictures. He went
on to produce many notable films, as well as the first
Cinerama presentation. In 1952 he was awarded a
special Academy Award for lifetime achievement.
Very Good plus in a Very Good dust jacket. Spine
slightly toned, and a couple of faint smudges to the
boards. Jacket spine and folds toned, a few faint
dampstains, and tiny chips and tears (several cellotape repairs on the verso).

$3750

. cooper m
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Merian C. Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack (directors)
Fay Wray, King Kong (starring)
King Kong
RKO Radio Pictures, 1932. Vintage double weight
reference photograph from the 1932 film.
A rare glimpse behind the scenes of a film that
was a triumph of design, practical effects, and
cinematography. Fay Wray, the actors playing the
natives of Kong Island, and the crew prepare for
one of the film’s most memorable scenes: Ann
Darrow (Wray) being brought to the altar of Kong,
standing at nearly the exact center of the image,
while Cooper, cinematographers and crew stand on

a rolling mount with the camera. A few year later the
“great wall” in this image, a truly cost-effective prop,
would come crashing down in flames during the the
burning of Atlanta in Gone with the Wind.
8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). Near Fine.
National Film Registry. Ebert II. Godard, Histoire(s) du
cinéma.

$875

MERIAN C. COOPER
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Before King Kong
Ernest B. Schoedsack (photographer, subject),
Merian C. Cooper (subject)
Archive of 163 original travel photographs, 1922-1927
1922-1927. Archive 163 vintage photographs by
Ernest B. Schoedsack detailing expeditions taken
by him and filmmaking partner Merian C. Cooper
between 1922 and 1927, while the pair were also
filming their groundbreaking documentary films
Grass: A Nation’s Battle for Life (1925) and Chang: A
Drama of the Wilderness (1927). With handwritten
captions identifying most of the photographs. Also
included are two drafts of an article by Cooper about
their travels, and a typed letter signed to Cooper
from Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie, as well as
other ephemera.
Schoedsack and Cooper are best known as the
co-directors of King Kong, an idea Cooper based
on their real life travels, with the pair also serving
as the basis for the characters of John Driscoll and
Carl Denham. Prior to their work in Hollywood,
the two helped pioneer the field of ethnographic
documentary film, with only Robert Flaherty’s
Nanook of the North predating Grass, something that
they were not aware of as they were on location
filming at the time of Nanook’s release. Like Flaherty,
Schoedsack and Cooper used a mix of candid filming
and reenactments of traditional ways of life for the
people they filmed. Chang was nominated for Best
Unique and Artistic Picture at the first Academy
Awards, the only year that award was presented,
and 15 years before the creation of the Best
Documentary category, while Grass was selected for
the National Film Registry in 1997.
The photographs are tipped onto the pages of five
albums, each with a paper spine label and number.
The first volume contains photographs of Siam
(Thailand), where they filmed Chang, with the bulk
of them either of the iconic shot of a tiger leaping
directly at Schoedsack’s camera, or the equally
iconic elephant stampede from the film. A clipping of
a New York Times article about the making of the film
is also included.
The second volume contains portraits of
Schoedsack, Cooper, and Cooper’s family, two
approximately five inch strips of unidentified 35mm
film, and two typescript drafts of an article by
Cooper about the Siam expedition, published in the
February 1928 edition of National Geographic as “The

Warfare of the Jungle Folk: Campaigning Against
Tigers, Elephants, and Other Wild Animals in
Northern Siam,” the first with numerous holograph
corrections and notations by Cooper.
The third volume contains photographs taken
on the Solomon Islands and in Egypt. The Egypt
photographs focus on the royal court, and include
images of Haile Selassie. These are accompanied
by a one page typed letter signed from Selassie to
Cooper, the text of which is in French. In Polynesia,
Schoedsack and Cooper served as cinematographers
on Edward A. Salisbury’s documentary features Gow
the Head Hunter (1928) and Gow the Killer (1931), and
the photographs here, mostly of native islanders, are
likely from the first of those journeys.
The fourth and fifth volumes contain photographs
of the Middle East. The fourth features numerous
photographs of French Foreign Legionnaires, in
addition to locals, and are taken in Saudi Arabia,
primarily in and around the city of Jeddah. The
fifth is located mostly in Turkey, and, in addition
to images of tribespeople, includes shots of Sufi
mystics, an all-girls school, and the tomb of the poet
Jalaluddin Rumi. Turkey served as the origin point for
Schoedsack and Cooper’s film Grass, which traced
the seasonal migration of the Bakhtiari people from
Turkey into Iran in search of grazing land for their
herds, and similar images of a long overland journey
are featured here, although the people are identified
in the captions as “Beduin” (sic).
Altogether a comprehensive and detailed look at the
travels behind two early landmark documentaries
by a pair of filmmakers who would use these
experiences as inspiration for one of the greatest
adventure films in the history of cinema.
Photographs variously sized with most being either
4.75 x 6.5 or 8 x 10 inches (12 x 17 or 20 x 25 cm).
Generally Very Good plus or better. Albums about
Very Good with some pages and captions loose.
For more details, please inquire.

$12,500

MERIAN C. COOPER
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Kong, the eighth wonder of the world!
Merian C. Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack (directors)
Ernest Bacharach (still photographer)
Fay Wray, King Kong (starring)
Archive of production photographs for King Kong
RKO Radio Pictures, 1932-1933. Archive of four rare
production photographs from the set of the 1933
film.
One 13.5 x 10.75 inch (34 x 27 cm) oversize, double
weight photograph and three 8 x 10 (20 x 25 cm)
photographs. The oversize photograph and one of
the others depict scenes from the miniature setups
in the film, with Kong battling a pterodactyl and
tyrannosaur, respectively, while Fay Wray looks on.
The remaining photographs show King Kong clearly
as a model, the first a close up of his face, the second

showing him on a model set, the frame of the matte
painting hanging behind him clearly visible. The large
photograph with the stamp of photographer Ernest
A. Bachrach and mimeo snipe on the verso.
Photographs Near Fine, archivally matted.
National Film Registry. Ebert II. Godard, Histoire(s) du
cinéma.

$15,000

MERIAN C. COOPER
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Merian C. Cooper, Ernest B. Schoedsack (directors)
Fay Wray, King Kong (starring)
King Kong
Vienna: Illustrierter Film-Kurier, 1933. Vintage
Austrian film program for the 1933 US film. Cinema
paper relating to King Kong is rare, this being the only
example we have offered. Text in German.

the film, making for striking images and design.

Issue No. 637 of Illustrierter Film-Kurier, one of the
oldest European film magazines, which ran weekly
from 1929 to 1956. Like its German counterpart,
Film-Kurier, each issue focused on a single film and
used a gravure process to reproduce images from

National Film Registry. Ebert II. Godard, Histoire(s) du
cinéma.

6 x 9 inches (15 x 23 cm). Six pages, saddle stitched.
Near Fine with light toning to the wrapper edges.

$1500

MERIAN C. COOPER
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Chaplin on the set
Charlie Chaplin (director, starring)
Roland Totheroh (cinematographer)
The Gold Rush
United Artists, 1925. Vintage double weight
reference photograph from the set of the 1925
film, showing an out-of-costume Chaplin lining up
a two camera shot while cinematographer Roland
Thotheroh looks on.
The only photograph we have seen of Chaplin
working behind the camera, here accompanied
by the man who would shoot much of his work,

including his greatest films — The Kid, City Lights,
Modern Times, The Great Dictator, and most famously
this one.
10 x 8 inches. About Near Fine, with minor creasing
and wear to a couple of corners.

$1500

aphs photo
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Wish you (and we) were here
Hollywood stars at a Santa Monica beach party, including Rudolph Valentino, 1926
Vintage double weight press photograph from
Hollywood beach house party, held on June 19, 1926,
attended by the movie’s industry elite of the day.
Dated snipe on the verso notes that among those
in the photo are Rudolph Valentino (who would
die two months later in New York City), Pola Negri,
Fatty Arbuckle, Norma Talmadge, Louella Parsons,
Edmund Goulding, Claire Windsor, Ronald Coleman,
Mae Murray, Virginia Vallie, Bessie Blanche Sweet,
Jack Pickford, Agnes Ayres, Beatrice Lilly, Richard
Barthelmess, Carmel Myers, and Antonio Moreno.
A historic event. According to the snipe, the
photo was taken at a party being given by Richard
Barthelmess that was subsequently relocated
to Constance Talmadge’s Santa Monica beach

house. According to other sources, the gathering
was for Barthelmess’ May 1926 birthday party and
was at the home of Natalie Talmadge (Mrs. Buster
Keaton). Constance Talmadge had a home into the
1930s with an address of 1020 Beach Road (now the
Pacific Coast Highway), and we speculate that may
be the address at which this party took place.
7.5 x 9.5 inches (19 x 24 cm) silver gelatin sepia
tinted photograph. About Very Good overall, with
small chips and pinholes at all four corners, a crease
at one corner, and a small number written in ink at
one corner. Borders are unusually thin, and thus may
be been trimmed, but image is unaffected.

$975

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Valentino at the beginning
Rex Ingram (director)
June Mathis (screenwriter)
Rudolph Valentino (starring)
The Four Horseman of the Apocalypse
Metro Pictures Corporation, 1921. Vintage
photograph from the 1921 film. With a mimeo snipe
on the verso.

one of the most powerful woman in Hollywood,
inspired a tango craze, and was the first to gross over
$1,000,000 at the box office.

Based on the 1916 anti-war novel by Vincent Basco
Ibáñez, about a French and German family on both
sides of World War I. Along with The Sheik later
the same year, the film the catapulted Rudolph
Valentino to stardom and helped create his “Great
Lover” image. The film also launched the career of
director Rex Ingram, made screenwriter June Mathis

10 x 8 inches (25 x 20 cm). Very Good plus, with a
partial and faint studio stamp on the recto, light soil
and edgewear.
National Film Registry.

$750

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Valentino at the end
Rudolph Valentino (starring)
George Fitzmaurice (director)
The Son of the Sheik
United Artists, 1926. Two vintage double weight
photographs from the 1926 film.

he would die of an infection shortly after the film’s
premiere and before it received a wide release.

Based on the 1925 novel by Edith Maude Hull, a
sequel to both her 1919 novel and the 1921 Rudolph
Valentino film, The Sheik. A comeback for Valentino,
who had seen his star fade in the years since The
Sheik cemented his “Great Lover” image, and one of
the best performances of his career. Unfortunately,

9.75 x 7.75 inches (25 x 20 cm). Very Good plus,
with light curling and a touch of soil.
National Film Registry.

$675

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Three original publicity photographs of
Leila Hyams
Circa 1930s. Three vintage double weight publicity
stills of actress Leila Hyams, each stamped “Printed
in England” on the verso.
Beginning with small background parts in silent films,
Hyams developed into one of the most versatile and
sought after stars of the pre-Code era, making over
50 films before her abrupt retirement to focus on
family in 1936. She was original choice to play Jane
opposite Johnny Weissmuller in Tarzan of the Apes
(1932), but whether in spite or because of her turning
the down that role, 1932 became the high water
mark of her career, seeing her star in Tod Browning’s
Freaks, alongside Jean Harlow in Red-Headed Woman,
and in the the first adaptation of H.G. Wells’ classic
The Island of Dr. Moreau, Paramount’s The Island of
Lost Souls.
Photographs: 8 x 10 inches. Near Fine.

$350
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William A. Wellman
Wild Boys of the Road
First National Pictures, 1933. Vintage reference
photograph from the 1933 pre-Code film.
Shown is Ann Hovey as she is attacked after stowing
away on a train by Ward Bond, playing against type
as a villainous railroad worker. The rape is not only
attempted but takes place, a radical element even in
a pre-Code film.
A film that has held up well, in that it breaks the
stereotype of hobos as nothing more than restless
drifters and delves into what fueled the movement
during the Great Depression. Many teenagers, male
and female, were forced to leave their homes and
ride the rails because their families were unable to
provide support.
8 x 10 inches (20 x 25 cm). About Near Fine, with
some penciled notations on the verso regarding
another actress in the film, Dorothy Coonan, who
would go on to marry the film’s director, William A.
Wellman.
National Film Registry.

$325

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Three influential early crime serials by Louis Feuillade
Louis Feuillade
Fantômas
Neuilly-sur-Seine, France: Gaumont, 1913. Original
double weight matte finish photograph from the
legendary 1913 silent film serial. Printed onto heavy
card stock for use as the equivalent of a modern day
lobby card. With the Gaumont logo at the lower right
corner.
The first of Feuillade’s three film serial masterpieces,
followed by Les Vampires (1915) and Judex (1916).
Feuillade took the brave task of putting to film
Fantômas, already wildly popular with European
audiences. The character can be seen as an
outgrowth of the “hero thief” character Arsène Lupin
from turn-of-the-century French fiction. But unlike
Lupin, Fantômas was completely comfortable killing
those who got in his way, sadistically and with no
small amount of enjoyment.

The scene pictured here shows Jaques Dollon
(André Luguetat) at the police station (sitting at
the center), having been framed by Fantômas. The
journalist Fandor (Georges Melchior), standing in for
Inspector Juve (who is on the lam, in disguise as a
hobo), stands over Dollon as a police inspector sits
at a corner desk. Dollon goes on to escape, then be
captured by Fantômas, who murders him, cuts off his
fingers, and throws his body into the river. Fantômas
then sews the fingers into a glove and commits
further crimes, continuing to implicate Dollon, who
in addition to being innocent, is now dead.
11 x 9 inches. Mounted on brown card stock.
Hardy, The BFI Companion to Crime.

$1350

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Louis Feuillade
Musidora (starring)
Les Vampires
Neuilly-sur-Seine, France: Gaumont, 1915. Vintage
borderless photograph from the 1915 French film
serial, showing Musidora in character as the nowlegendary Irma Vep, dressed her iconic black
bodysuit (and super cool shoes). With the stamp of
the Archives de la Cinémathèque Française on the
verso.

as well as the earliest masters of avant-garden
cinema. The second of Feuillade’s three film serial
masterpieces, preceded by Fantômas (1913) and
followed by Judex (1915), combining elements of
both.

The director’s magnum opus, Les vampires is one
of the great crime epics, nearly seven hours in
length, acknowledged as a strong influence on the
surrealists, and by directors Alfred Hitchcock and
Fritz Lang in the development of the thriller,

Hardy, The BFI Companion to Crime.

4 x 6.75 inches (10 x 17 cm). Fine.

$500

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Louis Feuillade
Judex
Neuilly-sur-Seine, France: Gaumont, 1916. Original
double weight matte finish still photograph from the
legendary 1916 silent film serial. With the Gaumont
logo at the lower right corner.
The last of Feuillade’s three film serial masterpieces,
preceded by Fantômas (1913) and Les Vampires
(1915), combining elements of both its predecessors.
In Judex (Latin for “judge”), Feuillade furthered his
vision of the dark, enigmatic anti-hero he introduced
with the legendary Fantômas character, and
utilized Musidora—who played the lead character
Irma Vep in Les Vampires—as the villainess. Judex
was a step forward from the criminal Fantômas,
however, predicting pulp heroes to come, such as
The Shadow and especially Batman in the US: he
was a masterful fighter, an expert in disguise, and

kept his headquarters in the subterranean passages
beneath a ruined castle, lavishly outfitted with high
tech gadgets. Feuillade shot Judex in 1914, but the
outbreak of World War I delayed release in France
until 1916, and wide release until 1917.
Pictured here is Judex, cunning and silent, in a stunt
scene where in he attempts what we suspect will be
successful entry into an unsuspecting criminal’s car
while the vehicle is in motion.
11 x 9 inches (22.5 x 28.5 cm). A few pinholes at the
corners, else Near Fine.
Hardy, The BFI Companion to Crime.

$1250

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Greta Garbo (starring)
Clarence Brown (director)
Romance
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1930. Collection of six
vintage photographs from the 1930 film. All but one
with a mimeo snipe on the verso.

10 x 8 inches (25 x 20 cm). Very Good plus with light
soil and occasional wear.
Complete collation details available on request.

Based on the 1913 play by Edward Sheldon, about
an aristocratic young man who falls in love with an
opera star. Nominated for Best Director for Clarence
Brown and Best Actress for Greta Garbo, who was
also nominated that same year for Anna Christie.

$750

PHOTOGRAPHS
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D.W. Griffith (director)
Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish (starring)
Orphans of the Storm
D.W. Griffith Productions/United Artists, 1921.
Collection of five vintage studio still photographs
from the 1921 film.
Based on the 1874 French play Les Deux orphelines
(The Two Orphans) by Adolphe d’Ennery and
Eugene Cormon, about two young woman caught
in the turmoil of the French Revolution. The last
film director D.W. Griffith made with stars Lillian

and Dorothy Gish, and the last major commercial
success of his career.
10 x 8 inches (25 x 20 cm). Very Good plus with light
soil and occasional chipping or wear.
Rosenbaum 1000.

$550

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Robert J. Flaherty with his camera
Circa 1930s. Vintage double weight photograph of
director Robert J. Flaherty with a camera, circa the
1930s. With holograph pencil notations on the verso.

(1922), Moana (1926), and Man of Aran (1934), which
he would have be shooting around the time this
photograph was taken.

Known as the father of documentary, Flaherty
mixed real life footage with staged events to
capture portraits of people surviving in extreme
environments in films such as Nanook of the North

9.25 x 7 inches (23 x 18 cm). Pinholes to the corners,
else Near Fine.

$650

PHOTOGRAPHS
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René Clair
The Ghost Goes West
London: Pathe-RKO, 1935. Vintage photograph of
director René Clair on the set of the 1935 film. With
the stamp of Pathe-RKO on the verso.
Based on the 1935 short story “Sir Tristram Goes
West” by Eric Keown, first published in Punch
magazine, about an American who buys a Scottish
castle and has it moved to Florida, unaware that the
castle’s ghost comes with it.

Clair’s first English-language production, and the
biggest grossing film of 1936 in the UK, introduced to
American audiences 12 years later as part of the first
major British movie packages sold to US television.
9.25 x 7 inches (23 x 18 cm). Near Fine.

$325

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Josef von Sternberg (director)
Marlene Dietrich (starring)
The Scarlet Empress

F.W. Murnau (director)
Johann Wolfgang Goethe (play)
Gösta Ekman (starring)
Faust

Paramount, 1934. Vintage sepia reference photograph
from the set of the 1934 film. Shown are director Josef
von Sternberg and Marlene Dietrich in full regalia, visiting
with noted Mexican toreador Pepe Ortiz and a member of
the Mexican Counsul in Los Angeles. Typescript snipe on
the verso indicating same, along with an ink notation of
the photo date (9/15/34), and a contemporary illustrated
label for Photofest magazine.

Munich: UFA / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1926. Vintage US
reference photograph for the 1926 German film. With a
printed snipe on the verso noting both UFA and MGM.
Murnau’s final German film before emigrating to America,
where he would make four more films before his untimely
death, including the late silent masterpiece Sunrise.

8 x 10 inches (20.5 x 25.5 cm). Near Fine.

10 x 8 inches (25 x 20 cm). Very Good plus.

Criterion Collection 109.

Eureka Masters of Cinema 78.

$975

$650
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F. W. Murnau (director)
Johann Wolfgang Goethe (play)
Emil Jannings (starring)
Faust
Munich: UFA, 1926. Vintage photograph from the
1926 silent film. With the UFA logo at the bottom left
corner of the recto, and a few holograph notations on
the verso.

7.5 x 10.5 inches (19 x 27 cm). Some tiny emulsion
spots at the top right corner, else easily Very Good
plus overall.
Eureka Masters of Cinema 78.

$875
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Early photograph of Raoul Walsh
Circa 1920. Vintage oversize double weight
photograph of director Raoul Walsh, shot when
he was still working as an actor, notable in that he
does not yet have the eye patch that he would later
become known for.
Walsh suffered the loss of an eye while in a car
accident on location for a film in 1928, after which

point he retired from acting and moved behind the
camera as a director instead.
Photo 7 x 9 inches (18 x 23 cm), 11 x 14 inches (28 x
35.5 cm) with margins. Near Fine on thick textured
paper.

$475
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Buster Keaton
Seven Chances
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1925. Vintage reference
photograph from the 1925 silent film, based on on
the 1916 David Belasco produced play. With a snipe
printed on the verso, along with a date stamp of
“Apr 11 1925,” one month after the film’s release, and
holograph pencil notation identifying Keaton and
costar Ruth Dwyer.
An image of The Great Stone Face at his stoniest,
sitting next to Dwyer, his girlfriend in the film whom
he needs to marry before 7PM in order to inherent

millions of dollars. The film opens with an early
Technicolor sequence, one of the few still preserved
today, and features one of the great stunt sequences
in silent film, as Keaton tries to outrun an avalanche
of boulders to make it to the church on time.
9.5 x 7.25 inches (25 x 18 cm). Very Good, with a
couple of small closed tears, a few shallow creases.

$550

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Victor Fleming (director)
Upton Sinclair (novel)
Dorothy Jordan, Lewis Stone (starring)
The Wet Parade

Original photograph of Emil Jannings

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1932. Vintage reference
photograph from the set of the 1932 film, with a printed
snipe on the verso. Based on the novel by Upton Sinclair.
Victor Fleming directs Dorothy Jordan and Lewis Stone in
an early scene from his pre-Code epic about Prohibition.

Circa 1920s. Vintage photograph of actor Emil Jannings,
fishing from his balcony while on vacation in the Austrian
town of St. Wolfgang, circa 1920s. With a French language
mimeo snipe and photo agency stamp on the verso.
In 1929, Jannings became the first person to win an
Academy Award for Best Actor, for his roles in both The
Way of All Flesh and The Last Command, and remains the
only German actor to win the award.
9.5 x 7 inches (24 x 18 cm). Very Good plus.

10 x 8 inches. Very Good plus.

$300

$325
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G.W. Pabst (director)
Brigitte Helm (starring)
L’Atlantide / The Mistress of Atlantis / Die Herrin von Atlantis
Berlin: Nero-Film AG, 1932. Collection of ten vintage
photographs from the three related films directed by
G.W. Pabst, showing all three actors portraying the
character of St. Avit on the set, interacting with each
other and locals in the Sahara Desert setting. With
holograph notations on either the recto or verso of
some of the photographs.
Based on the 1919 novel L’Atlantide by Pierre Benoit.
Pabst simultaneously shot three versions of the
film in 1932, in French, English, and German, with
different casts except for Brigitte Helm as the evil
queen of a lost civilization, Antinea. Previously filmed
in 1920, directed by Jacques Feyder, starring Stacia

Napierkowska and Jean Angelo, and subsequently
in 1949 as Siren of Atlantis, directed by Gregg G.
Talias, and starring Maria Montez and Jean-Pierre
Aumont, and again in 1992, directed by Bob Swaim,
and starring Victoria Mahoney and Christopher
Thompson.
Set and shot on location in the Algerian Sahara
Desert.
3.5 x 2.5 inches (9 x 6 cm). Near Fine.

$475
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Jean Vigo
Zero for Conduct
Paris: Franfilmdis / Argui-Film, 1933. Collection
of four vintage oversize double weight studio still
photographs for the landmark 1933 silent film by
Jean Vigo. Each with the stamp of French weekly Tele
Magazine on verso, two with holograph notations
regarding layout.

particular paying homage to the anarchic boarding
school students in Zero for Conduct during the
classroom and recess scenes in The 400 Blows.

Although he only made four films before his death
from tuberculosis at the age 29, Jean Vigo would
come to have an outsized influence on cinema,
particularly the French New Wave, with Truffaut in

Criterion Collection 578. Godard, Histoire(s) du
cinéma. Rosenbaum 1000.

11.75 x 9.75 inches (30 x 25 cm) with wide bottom
margins. Very Good plus.

$950

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Sergei Eisenstein
Battleship Potemkin
Moscow: Goskino / Mosfilm, 1925. Vintage double
weight reference photograph, struck circa 19351945, from the 1925 film. With the German title of
the film (Panzerkreuzer Potemkin) in holograph pencil
on the verso.
A terrific image, taken at an angle that does not
appear in the film, depicting a late moment in the
famed “Odessa Steps” sequence, the stairs littered
with bodies, the baby carriage hurting past them to
its inevitable doom. Considered the first example of
a montage sequence in cinema, the scene has been

referenced by way of homage in numerous films,
perhaps most famously in both The Godfather and
The Untouchables.
11.25 x 8.5 inches (29 x 22 cm). Very Good, with a
few pinholes in the image and some light touchup.
BFI 1494. Godard, Histoire(s) du cinéma. Rosenbaum
1000.

$300
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Ernst Deutsch-Dryden
Speck’s Orient-Cinema
1916. Vintage Swiss one sheet lithograph poster,
made to promote the 1916 opening of Speck’s
Orient-Cinema in Zurich at the peak of the silent
film era. Designed and illustrated by costume and
commercial designer Ernst Deutsch-Dryden.
The poster’s illustration portrays well-dressed
clientele watching a Western movie, likely meant
to represent a US import. During this period there
was a push in Zurich, as in all large European and

American cities, to build lavish new cinemas to
accommodate the constantly growing public demand
for films and elegant movie houses in which to view
them.
27 x 39 inches (69.5 x 99.6 cm). Linen backed, with
no extra linen borders, with some slight restoration
at the folds and edges.

$6000
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Greta Garbo
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, circa 1931. Vintage US
Special half sheet poster with a portrait of Greta
Garbo. One in a series of special posters made by
MGM to promote their most popular stars during the
early 1930s. This poster dates to circa 1931-1932.

into a number of back-to-back films. The period
represented by this poster saw her in five films,
including Mata Hari (1931), As You Desire Me (1932),
and Grand Hotel (1932), which won the Academy
Award for Best Picture.

Garbo was likely MGM’s most prestigious star
during the entirety of the 1930s, one of the most
successful examples of an actress who transitioned
effortlessly from silents to talkies. The success of
Anna Christie in 1930 led to Garbo being booked

28 x 22 inches (70 x 55 cm). No folds. Near Fine.

$4000

POSTERS
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Luis Buñuel, Salvador Dalí
Un Chien Andalou
Paris: Les Grands Films Classiques, 1968. Vintage
1968 French half grande poster for the 1929 French
film.

of archival images from the film (including the
legendary image of the woman’s eyeball being slit),
is for its first theatrical release anywhere, in 1968.

Luis Buñuel’s debut as a filmmaker, a legendary
short film co-created by Salvador Dalí, was
originally screened at a cine-club, with no posters
or advertisement created. This poster, a montage

47 x 32 inches (120 x 82 cm). Folded, with minor
creasing at the folds. Near Fine.

$1200

POSTERS
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”Wait a minute, wait a minute, you ain’t heard nothin’ yet”
Al Jolson (starring)
Alan Crosland (director)
Samson Raphaelson (play)
The Jazz Singer
Warner Brothers, 1927. Vintage poster for the
landmark 1927 film. With a printed blank advertising
twice daily showings at the Fox Locust Theatre in
Philadelphia.
A film whose impact is almost impossible
to overestimate. Although experiments with
synchronized sounds or music occurred throughout
the decade, The Jazz Singer was the first feature
film with a synchronized recorded score, singing
and dialogue. A cultural sensation, it proved the
commercial viability of talkies, and effectively
signaled the end of the silent era. At the first Oscars,
producer Daryl F. Zanuck received an Honorary
Academy Award and the film was nominated for
Best Adapted Screenplay, though it was declared

ineligible to compete for Best Picture in fairness to
the nominated silent films.
Image 10 x 18 inches (25 x 46 cm), on heavy weight
cardboard as issued. Blank 10 x 2.5 (25 x 6 cm),
detached. Very Good only, with faint dampstaining,
slight bowing, and staining to the edges.
In a non-archival, Very Good plus wood frame
measuring 11.5 x 22 inches (29 x 56 cm).
Unexamined out of frame.
National Film Registry. Hirschhorn, The Hollywood
Musical.

$4500
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One of the earliest documentaries
Walter Barnsdale
Prison Bars
Walter Barnsdale, 1901. Vintage US one sheet
lithographic poster for the 1901 documentary film
short.
One of the earliest silent documentary film shorts,
created by early Wisconsin film pioneer Walter
Barnsdale, who traveled around the state screening
some of the first films ever made, including Prison
Bars, a film featuring the Wright Brothers, and a
Western starring sharpshooter Buffalo Bill. Touring
with an electronic lamp house and a portable
gasoline-powered electric power supply of his own
invention, he found great success with his traveling
show until stationary theaters made his business
model obsolete in 1917. Now part of a nearlyforgotten era of film history, Barnsdale’s name,
innovations, and films have largely been lost.

Set in Wisconsin’s Waupun Prison and shot there
on location, where Barnsdale had arranged to film
the lives of inmates in exchange for screening
entertainment for the them. An especially bright,
attractive copy of this piece of early film history, and
an uncommonly detailed artifact from the height of
stone lithography poster advertisements. One of the
earliest documentary motion picture ads we have
ever seen, in remarkable condition. Created by the
US Lithograph Company Russel-Morgan Print.
42 x 28 inches, rolled. Two light creases, else Fine.

$1850
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Carl Theodor Dreyer (director)
Maria Falconetti (starring)
The Passion of Joan of Arc
Vintage US one sheet poster for the 1933 sound
reissue of the 1928 French film, a 61-minute cut of
the film featuring narration by radio star David Ross
and no intertitles.

Maria Falconetti’s only leading role, and her studious
dedication to the character forever influenced
cinematic acting.
Set in England, shot on location in France.

One of the most significant films in cinema history,
directed by Carl Theodor Dreyer, depicting the
trial of Joan of Arc. The film was shot on one huge
concrete set modeled on medieval architecture
in order to realistically portray the Rouen prison
where Joan was held. The film is known for its
cinematography and use of close-ups. Dreyer also
didn’t allow the actors to wear make-up and used
lighting designs that made the actors look more
grotesque. The Passion of Joan of Arc was actress

28 x 40 inches (71 x 102 cm). Very Good. Moderate
chipping to the margins, torn on the top, and
repaired to the verso. A light dampstain to the front
right margin. Still, A beautiful, bright poster.
Criterion Collection 62. Ebert I. Godard, Histoire(s) du
cinéma. Rosenbaum 1000.

$1200
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G.W. Pabst (director)
Louise Brooks (starring)
Pandora’s Box
Berlin: Film-Kurier, 1929. Original program for the
legendary 1929 silent film. Replete with beautiful
gravure-printed production photographs, many
unique to this publication.
Film-Kurier was the first German film journal,
published daily beginning in 1919. Film-Kurier’s classic
era lasted until 1933, when its publisher, Alfred
Weiner, had to flee Germany because of his Jewish
origins. The issues from this era remain striking to

this day because they were printed using a gravure
reproduction process. Each day’s issue would focus
on a single film.
8 pages, saddle stitched, with a touch of wear at one
corner. Near Fine.
Criterion Collection 358.

$1450
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George Cukor (director)
Al Hirschfeld (illustrator)
Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore, John Barrymore (starring)
Dinner at Eight
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1933. Original American
program for the 1933 film, with an original illustration
by Hirschfeld and a striking photo of Jean Harlow on
the front wrapper.

class during the Depression. Marie Dressler was
never more outrageous, Jean Harlow never more
dizzy, Billie Burke never more confused, and John
Barrymore never more drunk and suicidal.

Rarely in the 1930s was such excellent source
material successfully combined with such stellar
screenwriting, directing, and acting talent. Today
the film plays equally well as both comedy and
drama, and stands as a stark reflection of the upper

9 x 12 inches, 16 pages, full color, saddle-stitched
card stock. Wrappers Very Good plus with light
rubbing, pages quite clean and supple.

$1275
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Abel Gance
Napoleon
Paris: Cine France, 1927. Original French program for
the 1927 film, with a flyer for the world premiere at
the Palais Garnier in Paris laid in.
One of the late masterpieces of the silent era,
following Napoleon’s early life through his
appointment as Commander in Chief of the Army
and invasion of Italy, one of six films director
Abel Gance planned about the life of the French
statesmen, and the only one he completed. The film
is notable for the many innovative and experimental
techniques Gance used, uncommon in the silent era,
including location shooting, fast cutting, close up,
hand held, and point of view shots, multiple camera
set ups, in-camera movement, and visual effects
such as superimposition, film tinting, and split screen
or mosaic shots. Most famously, the film helped
pioneer truly widescreen viewing, as Gance created
a technique, later referred as Polyvision, which

required three projectors to run film shot from three
different cameras simultaneously to achieve a 4:1
aspect ratio for the film’s climatic battle sequence
(although seams between the screens would remain
visible). After only showing at a handful of theatres,
the film, which originally ran over four hours,
was severely cut when it was acquired by MGM,
with only the middle section of the triptych being
retained, the other two sections remaining mostly
unseen until the film was fully restored in the early
1980s.
10 x 13 inches (25 x 33 cm), bound with a string
binding. Owner blindstamp to the title page.
Wrappers Very Good, with a few short closed tears
and light chipping, now encapsulated in mylar.
Interior pages bright and about Fine, with light soil.

$1650
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Marlene Dietrich (starring)
Rouben Mamoulian (director)
The Song of Songs
Paramount, 1933. Original film program for the 1933
film. With a striking image of Dietrich on the front
wrapper, and much detail throughout regarding the
production.
Based on the novel by Hermann Suermann and the
play by Edward Sheldon, about a country orphan
who goes to Berlin to live with her aunt and who
becomes the model for a handsome sculptor.
Director Rouben Mamoulian made the film simply
and without artifice, a great departure from
Dietrich’s work with Josef von Sternberg. Filmed and
released prior to the stringent Production Code, the
filmmakers were allowed to display the full nude

statue of Dietrich on the program’s cover, for which
she reportedly posed.
In addition to the photos and biographical
information, the program contains a detailed and
interesting essay, “Again a Gay and Friendly Berlin,”
with several photographs of cameras, Mamoulian,
and Dietrich on the set.
Two-color wrappers, 16 pages, saddle-stitched. Near
Fine.

$550

PROGRAMS
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Frank Borzage (director)
Norma Talmadge (starring)
Secrets
Joseph M. Schenck Productions /
Associated First National Pictures, 1924. Original
program for the 1924 silent film, customized for the
film’s premiere at the Astor Theatre, a long-standing
showplace that was converted the same year from
a playhouse to a cinema. A partially lost silent film,
with only two-thirds of the footage surviving today.
Based on the play by Rudolf Besier and May
Edginton, adapted to the screen by noted writer
Frances Marion. Full-color wrapper design by Max
Ree. 16 pages, with an essay by Talmadge titled
“Why I Prefer Films to the Stage,” a summary of the

film’s story, illustrated with photographs, designs,
and drawings throughout.
Talmadge plays to her strengths as a suffering
patrician, in a story where she and her husband
move to the wilderness and lose a child during
an attack, ultimately migrating from England to
Scotland.
9 x 12 inches (23 x 30 cm) in saddle-stitched card
wrappers. Near Fine.

$475
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Douglas Fairbanks
The Gaucho
United Artists/Elton Corporation, 1927. Original
program for the 1927 silent film, one of the last great
period adventures of the silent era.
It was to be Fairbanks’ last silent film (his next would
be his sound debut in the 1929 Three Musketeers
film, The Iron Mask), and was the film debut of Lupe
Velez. A new preservation print was sponsored by
the Museum of Modern Art and began repertory
showings in 2008. A stunning program with a front
wrapper illustration by “Hap” Hadley.
Saddle-stitched wrappers, 16 pages, 9 x 12 inches,
Near Fine.

$375
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Erich von Stroheim
The Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1925. Original program for
the 1925 film, Erich von Stroheim’s first effort after
his 9-hour masterpiece, Greed, released in 1924.
Includes an essay about von Stroheim working
on-set, with quotes from the director throughout. A
lush romantic meolodrama with touches of humor
involving a European prince who falls for American
dancer. The relationship falls prey to every manner
of trouble, and the never-married couple eventually
reunites on location at Maxim’s in Paris. A rare
program for an early and restrained gem by one of
the great directors of the silent era.
9 x 12 inches (23 x 30 cm) in saddle-stitched
wrappers. Near Fine, with a few tick marks next to
the list of the cast, a single small library stamp, and
a neat holograph ink notation of the date and place
where the film was seen (and program purchased),
at the Embassy Theatre on Broadway, New Year’s
Day, 1926.

$375
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The first Sherlock Holmes talkie
Arthur Conan Doyle (stories)
Basil Dean (director, screenwriter)
Clive Brook (starring)
The Return of Sherlock Holmes
Paramount, 1929. Early treatment for the 1929
film, the first Sherlock Holmes film to have been
produced with sound, and the first to include the
Holmes utterance, “Elementary, my dear Watson” (a
phrase never used by Doyle), though that statement
regrettably does not appear in this draft.

Herbert, and the final writing credits went to Garrett
Fort and director Basil Dean. This treatment differs
substantially from the finished film, and is more
faithful to Doyle’s source material. A rare surviving
artifact from the great detective’s earliest days on
the screen.

The first known treatment was written by Oliver P.
Garrett, followed by this one, scripted by F. Hugh

$4500

ays screen
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Four silent films starring Lon Chaney
Tod Browning (director)
Lon Chaney (starring)
Where East Is East
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1928. Draft script for the
1929 silent film.
Lon Chaney plays a (heavily-scarred) wild animal
trapper whose daughter’s upcoming marriage is
threatened by the return of her femme fatale mother.
The mother harbors bitterness to Chaney, and seeks
revenge on him by attempting to woo her daughter’s

fiance, thwarted by a gorilla Chaney releases
from a cage that gruesomely attacks her. Lon
Chaney’s penultimate silent film, and the last of his
collaborations with director Tod Browning. The film
was released with a Movietone music and effects
soundtrack that could be played alongside the film.

$3750

SCREENPLAYS
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Herbert Brenon (director)
Lon Chaney (starring)
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1927. Shooting script for
the 1928 film. Original typescript with descriptive
text in black type and intertitles in red type.
Holograph ink and pencil notations on the front
wrapper, noting starring performers, draft type, and
crediting screenwriter Elizabeth Meehan. With a few
notations in holograph pencil throughout.
Based on the 1923 Broadway play by David Belasco
and Tom Cushing, in turn an adaptation of the 1919
story “Ridi, Pagliaccio” by Fausto Martini, about two
clowns who find an abandoned child. Years later, one
of the clowns falls in love with her, and knowing that
they can never be together, performs a deadly stunt
without safety protections.

A partially lost film, including an alternate happy
ending. Nominated for an Academy Award in 1929
for Best Title Writing, the only year for that category.
Set in Italy, shot on location in Elysian Park, a suburb
of Los Angeles.

$4500
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Jack Conway (director)
Lon Chaney (starring)
While the City Sleeps
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1928. Draft script for the
1928 silent film.
Lon Chaney is an undercover police detective who
attempts to catch a thief notorious for slipping out
of criminal charges by killing any witnesses set to
testify against him, though Chaney can’t help but
simultaneously get wrapped up with an attractive
flapper along the way. Chaney hand-picked costar Anita Page as his leading lady after seeing
her performance in the 1928 film Our Dancing
Daughters. A partially lost film, with two reels and
the soundrack for the picture now missing.

$3750
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Lon Chaney (starring)
Benjamin Christensen (director)
Mockery
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1927. Draft script for the
1927 silent film Mockery, seen here under two early
draft titles Terror and The Harelip.
Lon Chaney is a half-witted Russian peasant who
is promised food and a place to live if he escorts a
Countess safely home. He does so, despite becoming
caught up in the Bolshevik revolution, and even
moreso in a case of terminally unrequited love for the
countess.
Danish director Christensen is best known for his
avant garde work, and in particular the seminal
documentary, Haxan: Witchcraft through the Ages
(1922). Between 1922 and 1929 Christensen made
films for MGM and Warner Brothers/First National,
this being one of his last silent films. Like many of
the films from the silent era, many unusually bold
turns are made, with many touches that affirm
Christensen’s status as an auteur. The film was
rediscovered and restored in the 1970s.

$3850
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Jack Conway
Hell Below
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1932. Pre-production
Dialogue Continuity Draft script for the 1933 film
Hell Below, here under the working title Pigboats.
Copy belonging to Felix Feist, an uncredited member
of the crew, with his name on the front wrapper in
holograph ink. Studio File Copy, rubber-stamped on
the front wrapper. Brief notations in holograph pencil
throughout.
Based on the 1931 novel Pigboats by Commander
Edward Ellsberg, a US Navy officer who wrote a
number of popular naval novels and stories as
something of a second career.

$450
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Clara Bow, Fredric March (starring)
Frank Tuttle (director)
True to the Navy
Paramount, 1930. Final script for the 1930 World
War I romantic comedy film. With holograph
notations throughout in an unknown hand.
Clara Bow stars as a countergirl with a fondness for
the many sailors that pass through her San Diego
soda shop, until she meets Frederic March, a gunner
with a similar free spirit.

$325

SCREENPLAYS
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Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy (starring)
John G. Blystone (director)
She Wanted a Millionaire
Fox Film Corporation, 1931. Script for the 1932 preCode film.
A drama about the hazards of marrying for money,
featuring early performances by Joan Bennett and
Spencer Tracy. Bennett begins as a poor girl from
Missouri, the daughter of a railway brakeman. Tracy
works for the same railway line as an engine driver,
who loves Bennett but knows he can’t afford to
marry her. Bennett eventually works her way into the
arms of a wealthy man (James Kirkwood), who turns
out not only to be the “wrong man,” but is patently
insane, demonstrating his husbandly villainy in fullon pre-Code fashion.

$750
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Leo McCarey (director)
Bela Lugosi (starring)
Wild Company
Fox Film Corporation, 1930. Early Draft Screenplay
for the 1930 pre-Code film, Wild Company, here
under the working title Roadhouse.
An early example of a film about “rebellious youth,”
set during Prohibition, about the exploits of a spoiled
young man who squanders his parents’ money in
an illicit speak-easy, and ultimately gets involved in
murder. Featuring Bela Lugosi in a pre-Dracula role as
a doomed club owner.

$500
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W.S. Van Dyke (director)
Frederick O’Brien (novel)
Monte Blue (starring)
Archive of material on White Shadows in the South Seas from the estate of Monte Blue
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1928. Archive of material
from the 1928 film. From the estate of actor Monte
Blue, who starred in the film.
Included in the archive are a carbon typescript draft
script, here under the working title Southern Skies,
four vintage photographs, each with a mimeo snipe
on the verso, one with a press stamp as well, and a
later, 1921 edition of the 1919 travel book by Frederick
O’Brien which served as the source material for the
film, signed and dated by Blue, with his bookplate on
the front pastedown.

most notably, the first time the company’s mascot
Leo the Lion roared at the film’s start, White Shadows
in the South Seas doesn’t quite classify as a talkie, as
only the single whispered word “hello” appears in the
soundtrack. Winner of an Academy Award for Best
Cinematography.
Set on a Polynesian Island, shot in Tahiti, at the time
an ambitious endeavor to shoot a Hollywood film on
location among native islanders, using many of them
as extras in the film.
For details, please inquire.

MGM’s first film with a fully prerecorded soundtrack,
comprised of music and sound effects, including,

$1250
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Wesley Ruggles (director)
Clark Gable, Carole Lombard (starring)
No Man of Her Own
Paramount, 1932. First Draft script for the 1932 preCode film (though it is what would later be known as
a revised shooting script, as it was a rewrite issued
during shooting in the late fall of 1932).
The first and only film to star Clark Gable and Carole
Lombard. Based on the best selling novel, No Bed of
Her Own, by Val Lewton.

Gable plays a card cheat who has to go on the lam to
avoid a pesky cop. While hiding out he meets lonely
but somewhat wild librarian Lombard. The two get
married after Lombard wins a coin flip and they
move back to the city, where Gable continues his
grifting ways unbeknownst to his new wife.

$975
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W.C. Fields (starring)
Charles Reisner (director)
Fools for Luck
Paramount / Famous Lasky Corporation, 1928. Final
Draft script for the 1928 film, here under the working
title Quick Lunch. Included is a separately bound,
8-page sequence synopsis for the film.
W.C. Fields’ last silent film, but only the beginning of
his fame. Wealthy Sam Hunter (Chester Conklin) is
approached by scheming Richard Whitehead (Fields)
about investing in oil. There appears to be no oil at
first, leading to anger and frustration on the part of
everyone involved, and then what do you know, oil
turns up.

$2750
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Sidney Franklin (director)
Grace Moore, Wallace Beery
(starring)
A Lady’s Morals
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1930. First Temporary
draft script for the 1930 film A Lady’s Morals, seen
here under the title Jenny Lind. Copy belonging to
musical director Arthur Freed, with his holograph
pencil name to the front wrapper and his notations
throughout.
Metropolitan Opera diva Grace Moore stars as
Jenny Lind, the 1850’s Swedish opera sensation
whose exceptional voice gives her the nickname “the
Swedish Nightingale.” Lind tours the United States
and is taken under the wing of showman P.T. Barnum,
played by Reginald Denny.

$875
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The End of an Era
Cedric Gibbons (director)
Edgar Rice Burroughs (characters)
Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen O’Sullivan (starring)
Tarzan and His Mate
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1933. Draft script for the
1934 film. The second Tarzan film to star Johnny
Weissmuller, with Jane famously portrayed by
Maureen O’Sullivan.
One of the best Tarzan films, and a landmark
in the history of film censorship. A big budget
followup to MGM’s first Tarzan film, Tarzan and His
Mate featured a lengthy balletic swimming scene
between Tarzan and a nude Jane, with Olympic
swimmer Josephine McKim doubling for Maureen
O’Sullivan, one of the first completely nude scenes
in a Hollywood film. The scene, along with the
occasionally breast and buttocks revealing costume
worn by O’Sullivan in other scenes, ran afoul of
newly appointed Production Code Administration
head Joseph Breen, who was determined to
more strictly enforce decency standards than his
predecessor, the Code’s namesake Will Hays.

The film was censored and changes were ordered
by Breen. MGM appealed the decision to the
Association of Motion Picture Producers but,
despite the vigorous objections by Louis B. Mayer
and Irving Thalberg, it became the first film to lose
such an appeal. In total, eleven minutes were cut
from the film, including the swimming scene, making
it one of the first films affected by the new, more
censorious PCA, and one that sits clearly on the line
demarcating the pre-Code and Code Enforcement
eras.
In 1986 Ted Turner had the film restored to its
original 116 minute version, and it is that version that
is available for home viewing today.
Set in Africa, shot on location in Silver Springs,
Florida and various locations in California.

$1500
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